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A TIME OF CHANGE

A

w hil e the class of 2004 left the Law School
w ith an avera ge law school debt load of

The new LLM stud ents also arc outstanding,

s53,385.This law school debt, w hi ch is in

and they co m e to us not o nl y from Missouri

addition to undergraduate or other p ersonal

and the United States, but in clude students

debt, is in creasi ngly having an impa ct o n our

from Brazil,Ve nczucla an d South Africa.

stud ents as they co nsider ca ree r possibili -

As yo u wi ll sec in this issue 's "Then and

ti es, and, in too many cases, co nclude that

II of us here at the School of Law,

Now" fea ture, many things have changed at

they may no t be able to return to practi ce in

and alumni everyw here, were

the Law School over the past decades. Today's

smaller co m.muniti es or in governmental or

shocked and sadd ened by the death

stud ents (a nd professors) look physically dif-

public interest se ttin gs .

of Tim H einsz this summer. Tim left not

ferent from those in the past. While Professors

only this law sc hool , but our world, a better

Ed Hun vald and Jim Westbrook still teach in

Our For All We Call Mi zzo u co mprehensive campaign therefore ea rmarks $6 million

place. H e tou ched us all - whether as a stu-

o ur classroo m s eac h sem ester, th ey are joined

of the overall

dent in one of his classes, as a faculty m emb er

by an outstanding gro up of newer faculty

student sc holarship assistance. As of September

who was fortunate enough to have him as a

w ho bring the sa m e excitem ent about, and

1, we have ac hi eved $8.5 million of the Law

dean or colleague, as an alumnus to whom

rigo r co nce rnin g, the law that ea rlier genera-

School's $12 ni.illion goal . I thank the many

s r2 million Law School goa l for

he person ifi ed th e Law School, or as one of

tions of faculty brought to their classrooms .

alumni an d fri ends who have helped to date,

th e many, many others who worked w ith,

Whether it be in a traditional first-yea r

and I as k each of yo u to join with these indi-

and learn ed from, Tim in so many other set-

co urse, in a simulated upper-d ivisio n co urse

viduals in makin g a pledge to thi s ca mpaign

tings. Tim was both a great dean and a great

such as pretrial litigat ion or trial practice, or

that is so esse ntial in securing th e future of th e
Law School and of our students.

teacher and, as he said about one of his own

in o ne of our four clinical co urses in w hi ch

former teachers, " he taught us about val-

stud ents ac tuall y rep rese nt clients or them-

ues, life and lovc."The outpouring of g ri ef,

selves m edi ate cases, we co ntinu e to set the

stories, and m emori al gifts from so m any of

same hi gh sta nd ards for o ur stud en ts that MU

Law School alumni and friends . These gath-

yo u are indicative of Tim's impact on us all.

lawye rs have traditionally set for themselves.

erings are a great occasion at which to ca tch

We share a small number of those stories in

Anoth er feature of this Law School that

Thanks to those of yo u who attended one
of the eve nts on thi s year's D ean's Tour for

up on Law School activities and reacq uaint

this issue of TnANSCRI PT , and alumni and

has not changed over the years is our co n-

yo urself with other Law School alumni. They

friends also may wish to check the m em o-

tinued involve m ent w ith th e legal profession.

also give m e a great chance to m eet and get

rial to Tim on our Law School Web page at

Alumni frequently revisit th e Law School

to know alumni in their home co mmuni -

www. law.missouri.edu.

to serve on Career D evelopm ent pan els,

ties. This yea r's tour stretched from Wi chita

guest lecture in our classrooms and partici-

to Washington, D.C., and included eve nts in
Sikeston, C hilli cothe, H annibal, R.olla and

Fall is th e most visible time of chan ge at
the Law Sc hool, as we welcome new enterin g

pate in spec ial eve nts such as th e new D ean's

classes to both our JD and LLM programs.

Roundtabl e se ri es. We also welco m e alumni

many other Misso uri cities. Throu gh yo ur

In August we g reeted the m ost highly cre-

back to th e Law School for special eve nts

ow n work in these and so man y other loca-

dentialed class ofJD stud ents that thi s Law

such as the Annual Fratcher Estates and Trusts

tions, th e rep utation of th e Law School is

School has ever seen. The median und er-

Symposium and th e Annual American Col-

sp read. We th erefore hold th ese alumni events

g radu ate grade point ave rage of this new

lege of Trial Lawye rs Day. Over 200 alumni

in yo ur own areas, w here yo u make such a

class is 3.5, w hil e th e m edian LSAT sco re

partici pated in va riou s alumni eve nts on Law

differe nce for yo ur clients, yo ur fellow citi-

of these stud ents places them w ithin th e top

Day wee kend last year, and we anti cipate

zens, yo ur co mmuniti es and thi s co untry.

2 1% of stud ents nation all y on the LSAT. Ju st

eve n mo re alumni returnin g for thi s fall's

as signifi can tl y, the stud en ts bring to the Law

celebration on November 19 and 20.

School a wealth of experience and excite-

2 .

interns, a ju ven ile officer, a zoo groundskeepcr, a few missionaries and a Rhodes Sc holar.

One thing th at has chan ged, quite sig-

m ent. Included in the C lass of 2007 are an

nifi ca ntl y, at the Law School ove r the yea rs

acco untant, a professor, a teacher, a maj o r

is the in creasing share of the cost of their

cr ime sce ne in vestigator, several military vet-

legal ed ucations that we ask o ur stud ents to

erans, a leg islati ve assistant, Co ngressional

bea r themselves. This yea r's tuition is $13,278,
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On behalf of all of us at th e Law School,

I thank yo u for th e support that has mad e
the ac hi eveme nts highli ghted in thi s issue of
TRANSCRIPT, and so many others, poss ibl e.

FEATURE

RHODES RUSSELL
ON

SEPT. 20,

Mary L. Rhodes
Russell, '83, was
appointed to the
Supreme Court of
Missouri by Gov.
Bob Holden to fi.11
a vacancy created
by the appointment
ofJudge Duane
Benton to the 8TH U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. "Judge Russell
brings "a wealth of experience
to the bench ... an outstanding
reputation as a knowledgeable

AMED TO SUPREME COURT

and impartial jurist and a lifelong
cornnutment to community
service," Holden said.
According to Assistant Dean
Bob Bailey, Rhodes Russell is
a positive addition to the state's
high court. "Judge Russell is
exceptionally bright, exceptionally
thoughtful, hard-working and fair.
Even when she was here, Mary
was a very energetic and involved
student who was well-regarded by
faculty and fellow students."
Previously, Rhodes Russell was
a judge on the Missouri Court of

Appeals for the Eastern District for
nine years. She serves as a mentor
at the Matthews-Dickey Boys' and
Girls' Club, a volunteer Truancy
Court Judge at the North Kirkwood
Middle School and a board member
of the Sue Shear Institute for
Women in Public Life. She has al o
served on the search committee
for the dean of the School of Law,
was presented the Woman of the
Year Award in 2003 by the Women
Lawyers' Association and is a
member of the National Association
of Women Judges.

Gov. Kulongoski Hosts MU
On March 1, MU alumni gathered at the Governor's Residence in
Salem, Ore., to show some Tiger spirit at a reception hosted by the
MU Alumni Association. The event's distinguished guests were Gov.
Theodore R. Kulongoski, '70, and his wife, Mary. Representing
the School of Law were Lewis D. Barr, '88; Kevin S. Ross, '93;
Todd M. Siegel, '96; Laura E. Skaer, '74; and S. Joel Wilson, '76.

by Casey Baker

The School of Law has been educating attorneys for Missouri and
the nation since 1872. The law
school operates like a living being,
growing and changing to suit the
changing needs of the university,
the legal profession, the community,
the nation and the world. Changes
in technology prompt changes in

UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI

registration and alumni communication. Increases in the size of the
student body and faculty require
upgrades in the law school's facilities. Evolving national demographics are mirrored in the faces of the
student and faculty bodies.
Throughout this time, however,
the foundation of the School of
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An early version of
TRANSCR..lPT from 1960 features new professor Henry T. Lowe
of Portland , Ore.; a sr6,ooo fund
drive to equip the new wing of
Tate Hall; Edward H . Hunvald Jr.'s
research for a paper in criminal
law; Larry L. McMullen, '59, as
the recipient of the Judge Shepard
Barclay Prize for top senior; a
lecture by U.S. Supreme Court
Justice William 0. Douglas ; and
the new requirement of
the Law School Admissions
Test (LSAT) for admission
to the School of Law. News
was a six-page (including the
cover) publica tion in black
and white.

Now... TRANSCRJPT is a 50
to 60 page magazine in color.
But the purpose is the same
- to stay in touch with alumni
and friends.

Law remains unchanged. The intensity of scholarly experience that the
students have, and the long hours
spent reading, researching and writing, still exist. The faculty continues
to boast world-class scholars, communicators and teachers. And the
strong emotions that this place provokes can be heard in the

voices of alumni young and old.
Here we highlight some of the
changes that have taken place in the
last 132 years. These changes are th e
surface of the law school. Underneath, we have the same heart you
experienced in your three years
here.

Stu,d,ed- Space,,
Then ... The one

women's
restroom in Tate Hall
brings back fond memories for some School of
Law alumnae. According to Suzanne Modlin

Flanegin,
'81, "It was

our informal
lounge."

Now...
All students take
advantage of
th e student lounge area of Hulston Hall.
Adjoining classroom space in the subplaza level of the building, it features a
kitchen with two televisions, four microwaves, four vending machines and two
refrigerators; student mailboxes; lockers;
and a spacious seating area with loveseats, chairs and the fireplace mantle
from Tate Hall.

a time when African Americans were
not welcomed at the School of Law and
women were, though none attended
until 1895. African Americans were
allowed to apply in 1950 as the result of
a U.S. Supreme Court decision.

Now. .. In contrast, a portrait of the Class
of 1999. Today 40 percent of the student body is women and minorities
constitute more than ten percent.

dean of the School of Law. Bliss
oversaw a fac ulty of one full time
and fo ur part time professors and
25 students.

Now... Larry
D essem , fifteenth dean of
the School of
Law. D essem
oversees an
average of 40
professors, 15
adjunct professo rs and
500 students.

Then ... In

1907, only a high
school diploma was needed to
study at MU's Law D epartm ent. By 1963, the Law
School Admission Test
(LSAT) was required for
admission, and three years
later, law school graduation
required a college degree.

Now... Today's students must
prepare a three page application whi ch is available o n-line; take the LSAT ; register with the Law School Data Assembly Service ; and provide a
personal statement, two letters of recommendatio n and resume.
Applications for a given academic yea r are accepted between
Sept. 1 and March 1 of the preceding academic year. Th e application process is competitive, yielding some of the top students
in the country. T he acceptance rate for the 2004-2005 academic
year was 26 percent.

The Changing Face of the School of Law

Then ... Law Day, MU's oldest alumni tradition, was
started 1929. In 1950, the picnic was held in Rothwell
Gymnasium.

Now... Law Day is held in or near Hulston Hall in conjunction with a football game each fall. The celebration
includes recognition of exceptional alumni and fa culty,
a picnic lunch, a reception hosted by the dean and class
reunions. This year, Law Day will be held on Friday,
Nov. 19, and Saturday, Nov. 20, when the Tigers ta"-e
on their oldest rivals, the KU Jayhawks.

Then ... Registration is the subject of much college lore
- long lines, confusing paperwork, endless frustration. In
the last 50 years, it has become more streamlined for the
students and increasingly reliant on technology to eliminate
lines, paperwork and frustration. The tenure of Professor
Emeritus Edward H. HunvaldJr. has seen the process evolve
from the students being registered by faculty members
manually to e-mail registration, with many tweaks and turns
along the way.

Now... Currently the law school's registrar, Denise Boessen,
e-mails courses and registration materials to all students
via their university e-mail accounts and they reply directly
to her that way. "Each change in the process is an effort
to make it easier for the student and still maintain our law
school student database," Boessen says.

Then ... In

1957, the faculty was small and male. By 2002, the faculty had
grown to nearly 40 and showed diversity in gender and ethnicity. Today,
diversity at the School of Law remains a concern in both faculty and student
recruitm.ent.

Now... The lives of faculty members have changed significantly in that time
too. While students once stood while the professors entered to present their
lessons on chalkboards, students now remain seated to professors who make
their presentations on Smart Boards, interactive electronic devices. What hasn't
changed is the respect the students have for a talented, scholarly and devoted
faculty.

f

-

THE MARGIN F~ R EXCELLENCE

Pvwett~
Then ... After its creation in

1867,

MU's Law Department found homes
in Academic Hall, the Law Barn,
Tate H all and Lowry Hall before
coming to rest in Hulston Hall in
1988. The addition made to Tate
Hall shown at left was made in
1960 to accommodate a growing
student body, faculty and library.

Now... Students attending the
School of Law in Hulston Hall
enjoy 100,000 square feet of space
with five amphitheater-style classrooms and a three-story library.

~

Then ... The need for
private funding is not a
new one. In 1967, the
School of Law began a
private funding campaign, the Margin of
Excellence, to raise $100,000 to supplement
legislative funds and student fees in its budget. Alumni and friends were asked to make
pledges over three years to "maintain and
improve the quality of our educational program in the School of Law."

Now... In 1999, MU began the most ambitious campaign in its history - to raise $600
million in five years. The School of Law's
portion of this goal is $12 million to support
student scholarships, the Law Library, faculty
and programs and centers.

FEATURE

I'ni Sorry:
The Effects of Apology on Settlement
by Casey Baker 11Jith J e1111ifer K. Robbe,1110/1

T H E MO R
I NG

-

AFT E R

a fra terni ty
party at the
M assachusetts
Institute of
Technology in

oig/4ispufe

tande co-chairs the prograi:n comnuuee
planning the section's annual CQ~e .i.o,
Los Angeles next April.
Lande recently served on two panels,
Delivering Quality Mediation: What's Ethics Got to Do with It? and Caught in a
Round-About: What Direction Should We
Go from Here to Foster Good Faith Participation in Mediation by Mediators and
Mediation Advocates? He published '"The
Vanishing Trial' Report: An Alternative
View of the Data," at 10 Dispute Resolution
19 (summer 2004). He continued work
on collaborative law, including publication
of"Fitting the Forum to the Family Fuss:
Choosing Mediation, Collaborative Law, or
Cooperative Law for Negotiating Divorce
Cases," with Gregg Herman, at 42 Family
Court Review 280 (2004). T he article can be
viewed on his website, www.law.
m.issouri.edu / lande.
This summer Lande gave presentations
on collaborative law at meetings of the
Missouri Chapter of the Association of
Family and Conciliation Courts and the
Boone County Bar Association. He was
appointed to the steering committee of the
Family Law Education Reform Proj ect,
which is co-sponsored by th e Association
of Family and Conciliation Courts and
Hofstra University School of Law 's Center
for C hildren, Families and the Law.
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1997, a pledge
was found in
a coma w ith
a blood alcohol content of .40 percent.
Within two days, he was dead . Follow in g
th e in cident, MIT's president asked to
meet w ith the stude nt's fa mily and apologized, ac knowledging that th e school
" fail ed" the pledge and his fa mily, and
later oversaw a paym ent of s6 millio n
- most of it to the student's parents, with
a smaller portion to establish a scho larship fund at the school.
In recent yea rs, MIT has been j oin ed
by numerous exa mples in th e press of
other edu cational institutio ns, politicians, religious fi gures, m edi cal professionals, corporati o ns, sports fi gures, and
even judges and jurors offering apologies.
Do these apologies make any difference?
Under wh at conditions? What results if a
party apologizes, but doesn 't admit fault?
M any believe that U.S. legal culture
discourages apologies, writes Associate
D ean and Associate Professor Jennifer
K. R o bbennolt in " Apologies and Legal
Settlement: An Empirical Exa mination ,"
w hich recently appeared in th e Michigan
Law R eview. D efendants, defense counsel and insurers worry that if they
offer an apology to someone they have
injured, the statem ent will be admitted
at trial and interpreted as an admissio n
of fault . Advocates of apology, how ever, note that apologies might prevent
laws uits and promo te the settl ement of
cases. This debate has occurred in the

absence of data about th e ways that apologies influ ence settlem ent negoti atio n .
Robbennolt is conducting empirical research designed to fill that ga p. In
a typical study, to imagine them selves in
the role of the injured party and to evaluate a settlem ent offer fro m the o ther
par ty, resp o ndents read a detail ed scenario that describes th e events surro unding an injury- produ cin g inciden t.
R esearchers th en ask th em to indica te
whether or no t they are likely to accep t
the offer of settlem ent and to answer
a series of qu estio ns abo ut th eir perceptions of th e situatio n and th e o ther
party. The purpose? To provide empirical data that demonstrates w hether and
under what circumstan ces apologies play
a role in settl ement decisio n m aking.
Robbenn olt examines differing types
o f apologies in her studi es - a partial
apo logy that expresses sympathy but does
no t acknow ledge fa ult, and a full apology,
in w hi ch th e party bo th offers sympathy and acknowledges fa ult. R o bbennol t
repo rts that receiving a " full , respo nsibility-accepting apology increased
th e likelihood that the offer would b e
accepted . In contrast, a partial, sympathy-expressing apology increased parti cipants' uncertainty about whether or no t
to accept the o ffer." Sh e found that 52
percent of respo ndents wo uld definitely
or probably accept an offer if no apology was given but 73 percent wo uld do
so with a full apology. Only 35 percent
o f respondents were inclined to accept
when a p artial apology was offered .
R obbennolt's research reveals that
those who offer full apologies are seen as
" experiencing more regret, being m o re
m o ral, being m ore likely to be careful in the future and having behaved
less badly." Those who received a

full apology also had greater sympathy fo r their offenders, felt less anger
and were m o re willing to forg ive.
R obbenn olt conclu des that apologies can be an important fac tor in settlem ent decisio n making, but the effects
are complex. She writes, "These complex effects present policymakers and litigants or po tential litigants with som e
difficult decisio ns abo ut the appropriate evidentiary protectio n fo r apologies, w h ether to offer an apology
to an opposing party in civil litigation and how to respo nd to an apology so offered." H er data provide som e
guidance fo r m aking these decisions.
R obbennolt ro utinely uses such
empirical research as a teaching tool in
the classroom. " I no te empirical questions w h en th ey arise," she says, "and
suggest that th ere is a role for data to
play in answering some of th e qu estions w ith w hich we grapple." She provides empirical results to students w hen
they rela te to the topic of discussio n . For
example, in Torts she shares w ith students the number of cases in the system , the typ es of cases, the proportio n
of cases won by plaintiffs and info rmati on abo ut dam age awards. In additio n,
she som etimes replicates empirical studies by asking the students to respo nd to
the exp erimental m aterials. R obbennolt
can then compare the students' respo nses
to those of the original study participants. For example, consistent with several studies in the field, R obbennolt
finds that students' predictions abo ut
w hat a judge's verdict wo uld be in a
case is influenced by w h ether they were
told they wo uld represent the plaintiff or the defendant before they read
the fac ts. T he impac t of these fi ndings
is mo re powerful w hen the students see
that they them selves display the pattern
of behavio r described in the research .
A strong backgro und in psychology
and law prepared Robbennolt well for
this type of teaching and research. She
received h er bachelo r's degree magna cum
Laude in 1991 from Willam ette University

in Salem , Ore. In 1995, she received her
master's degree, the fo llowing year her JD
w ith high est distinction , and two years
afte r that her PhD in social psychology,
all fro m the University of N ebraska at
Lin coln. Prio r to j oining the fac ulty at
th e School of Law, she was a post- doctoral research associate and lecturer at
Princeton Unive rsity's Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and Internatio nal Affairs
and D epartm ent of Psych ology, served as
a law clerk for the H onorable Jo hn M.
Ge rrard of the N ebraska Sup re m e Court,
taught at the University of N ebraska, and
worked at the Center on C hildren , Families, and the Law. At the School of Law,
she teach es Torts, Estates & Trusts, and
M eth ods fo r P rogram Evaluatio n and
Design , an LLM course.

as a
outlets concerning the meaning ofAmendment 2, which
addressed the issue of same-sex marriage,
on Missouri's August ballot. Esbeck continues to be active with the Executive Committee of the Religious Liberties Practice
Group of the Federalist Society, planning
conference programs.
This fall, the monograph written by
Esbeck and two co-authors, The Freedom
of Faith-Based Organiz ations to Steff on a
Religious Basis, was published with a grant
from the Fieldstead Foundation. He also
contributed two chapters, "R egulatio n
of R eligious O rganizations Via Governmental Financial Assistance" and "Charitable C hoice and the Critics," to Religious
Organiz ations in the United States, A Study
of Identity, Liberty and the Law, published by
Carolina Academic Press.
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Developments
by Janie A11sb11m Har111011, Director of Development

THE

LOSS

OF

OUR

FRIEND,

Tim Heinsz, caused the Law School family to stop in our tracks that July morning. Frozen. Paralyzed. But after talking
with dozens of Tim's friends, we soon
realized the importance of our role in
continuing Tim's legacy. For our office
that means engaging alumni in the life
of the Law School and continuing our
fundraising efforts .
We are honored that Susan Heinsz
and her family chose our Law School
as one of two organizations to receive
memorial gifts. More than $62 ,000 has
already been given and pledged to the
memorial fund. If you wish to make a
memorial gift, please write it to the Law
School Foundation with "Tim Heinsz

memorial" written in the memo and
mail it to Office of Advancement, 205
Hulston Hall, Columbia, MO 652n. The
Heinsz family and Dean Dessem will
work together on use of the funds.
CAMPA IC

UPDATE

The For All We Call Mizzou fundraising campaign is successfully providing additional student scholarships, Law
Library funding, faculty enhancement
funds and program support as planned.
The School of Law has raised $8.5 million toward our $!2 million goal. Likewise, MU has raised 72 percent, or $434
million, of the $600 million goal. Thank
you for your support in this landmark
project at a critical time in MU's history.

As part of the MU Strategic Plan,
the initiative to develop new sources of
major resources will allow MU and the
Law School to maintain and enhance
quality in teaching, research and service.
If we are to reach our goals, then private
funds are necessary. The For All We Call
Mizzou campaign reaches all corners of
the University of Missouri-Columbia
and the School of Law.
LAW

LEGACY

CLUB

The Law Legacy Club continues to
grow and recognize alumni and friends
who have included the School of Law in
their estate plans and have provided us
with documentation. Over the past year
we have been fortunate to bring into the

Robert M. Lande

Robert M. La11de created the
Anita La11de Scholarship for LLM
students to honor his late wife. By
doing so he also honors his son,
John Lande, Director of LLM i11
Dispute Resol11tion a11d Associate
Professor of Law.
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Corporate Counsel Project
distinguished m embership Beth Dessem,
D ean Larry D essem ,Jean Paden, D orothy
R oberts, and Richard D. Woods, '75.
Gifts made as part of an estate plan are
invited and countable in our campaign. If
you have included the School of Law in

your estate plan but have not shared that
information with our office, we ask you
to contac t us so we can confirm yo ur
wishes, enter your name in the
Law Legacy Club and thank yo u fo r
(Continued on next page)

Wallace Honored by the School of Law

Congratulations to Anheuser Busch
Companies Inc. corporate counsel
members!

ast spring, the School of Law
and For All We Call Mizzou
Campaign Committee
member Linda Legg announced
the creation of a corporate counsel

L

project to recognize corporate
giving participation. Within each
of the corporations in the pilot
program, one alum served as the
captain for his or her organization
and asked other School of Law
graduates to make a gift by the end
of the fiscal year on June 30.
The level of gifts made to the
School of Law increased during
the project. One corporation,
Anheuser-Busch Companies Inc.,
deserves special recognition for
100 percent participation from their
MU Law graduates. Thank you to
Jeffrey J. Comotto, '83, for leading
the Anheuser-Busch Companies Inc.

r. R ichard L.Wallace was honored by the School of Law at The Law
Society annual event on April 10. It wa_s one of many special recognitions Dr. Wallace received on the occas10n of his retirement from MU.
Alumni, friends, faculty and staff found meaningful ways to share their
appreciation with Dr. and M rs. Wallace. The Richard L. & Patricia Wallace
Performing Arts Endowment and the ·Richard L. & Patricia Wallace Library
Endowment were created by private donations in their honor. The Richard
L. Wallace Atrium in Ellis Library was dedicated in his honor as well.
During his tenure as chancellor, Dr. Wallace led MU to record enrollment and record research investments. In addition he led the s6oo million For All We Call Mizzou fu ndraising campaign from its inception to a
healthy 76 percent ac hi evement by his retirement. Due to the strong relationships Dr. Wallace built as chancellor, he will continue raising private funds by working with the MU Office of Development.

D

initiative and setting an example for
other corporate counsel.
Linda Legg gathered important
information from other nationally
recognized law schools to establish
the program and inspire each
corporate captain. We thank Ms.
Legg for her time and energy in
initiating the program and we
look forward to expanding it in the
future.
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Harmon and Mulvania

Developments... (Contin 11edfrom page 11)

your gift. If you wish to have more
details about including the School of
Law in your estate plan, please allow us
to visit with you about the opportunities. Some options may provide beneficial tax savings.

A

WEEK

OF

I NS PlRATlO N

How often does one have the opportunity to visit with folks who graduated
73 years ago? One week this summer I
had the delightful opportunity of visiting with two such alumni. On June 25, I
visited Judge William T. Barton, '31,
at Inglish & Monaco in Jefferson City,
Mo. On June 28, I visited Walter L.
Mulvania, '31 , in his Rockport, Mo. ,
office. Mr. Barton and Mr. Mulvania
each provided me with inspiration for a
positive outlook, a good sense of humor
and their continued practice by working
in their offices every day. Congratulations to two fine gentlemen!

For All We Call Mizzou
Campaign Steering Committee
George E. Ashley, '48
Jeffrey A. Burns, '83
Edward D. Chapin, 72
Ann K. Covington, 77
DaleC. Doerhoff, 71
James D. Ellis, '68
Chair Maurice B. Graham, '62
Honorary Member John K. Hulston, '41
Robert L. Langdon, 72
Linda S. Legg
University Campaign Co-Chair
Larry L. McMullen, '59
William S. Ohlemeyer, '84
Thomas L. Patten, '69

Contact Us!
If you would like more information
about including the School of Law in
your estate plan or about making a
gift, please contact us at 205 Hulston
Hall, Columbia, MO 65211, or as
shown below:

Suzanne Modlin Flanegin

(573) 884-3083
flanegins@missouri.edu
Janie Ausburn Harmon

(573) 882-3052
harmonj@missouri.edu
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n April 10, The Law Society held a brunch as the
20th annual event, hon
oring 17 new and elevated members
In addition to remarks made by Maurice B. Graham, '62, and Dean Larry
Dessem, the highlights of the gath ering
were remarks made by two third-year
students, G. Nicole Rininger, '04,
and Barrett J. Vahle, '04. Each gave
insight into how their lives have been
positively affected by student scholarships.
The Law Society new members
who were recognized during the
brunch program are Melody Richardson Daily, '86; Anita R. Estell,
'86; William B. Fisch; David A.
Fischer, '68; Thomas M. Harrison, '89; Nancy E. Kenner, '83; and
Craig Van Matre, '70. Membership
in The Law Society is extended to
donors who make a gift of $25 ,000 or
more, payable over five years .
New and elevated members into
Dean's Council are Ann K. Coving ton, '77; Gladys W. Evans; Glenn D.
Evans, '24; Eric C. Harris, '76;John
C. Monica, '70; Lyle H. Petit, '62;
Kevin R. Sweeney, '82; and Bill L.
Thompson, '75. Elevated members
into Dean's Circle are Maurice B.
Graham, '62, and Thomas L. Patten, '69. Members ofThe Law Societ;
are eligible for elevation into Dean's
Council with gifts of s50,ooo or more
and into Dean's Circle with gifts of
sroo,ooo or more.

William B. Fisch

Craig Um Maire

Fisch 's gift supports the
11ew Professor Cra11t
Nelson Scholarship and
the LAw Library.

Um Maire's gift supports
the new Vim Maire and
Harrison Scholarship.

Fischer, shown with his wife, Liz Fischer, made a gift
to support the Phile111011 Bliss Scholarship for students
with financial need.

Harrison Scholarship.

Evans' gift created a scholarship eudowment to
assist law students in the 11m11e of her late husband.

Estell made a gift supporting scholarships in
honor of her mother, Flora Estell, who raised seven
c/1ildre11 as a single parent.

Ke11ner's gift supports student scholarships.
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Make your plans now to celebrate the
MU School of Law's Class Reunions
and Law Day, our oldest alumni tradition,
on November 19 and 20, 2004! Reunion
weekend will feature the classes of' 44, '49,
'54, '59, '64, '69, '74, '79, '8 4, '89, '94, '99 and
'04. T he weekend's events w ill include:

Distinguished Alumni Luncheon
Law Day Breakfast
Law Day Awards Ceremony
Law Day Picnic
Global Lawyering: What are the
Ethical Considerations? (1.0 CLE)
The Dean's All-Class
Reunion Reception
Individual Class Reunions
for Featured Classes
MU vs. Kansas Football Game
For more information about these
or oth er School of Law alumni
events, contact the School of Law
Office of D evelopment at (573)
882-4374 or visit our website
at www.law.missouri.edu 1
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Lori J. Levine and Maurice B.
Graham, '62, prepare for
the ACTL demonstration

John W. Cowden, '70

Participants in the
day 's events

ACTL Demonstration Focuses on Vair Dire
Fellows of the prestigious American
College of Trial Lawyers (ACTL) presented a demonstration on voir dire on
April 20 at the School of Law. Potential jurors were questioned by plaintiffs'
counsel Maurice B. Grah am, '62, and
Lori J. Levine, and defendants' counsel J.R. Hobbs and Harold L. Whitfield,
while The Honorable Phillip R .
Garrison , '66, of the Missouri Court

of Appeals, Southern District, served as
presiding judge. This annual presentation
is endowed by the T homas E . D eacy
Jr. (' 40) Fund of ACTL 's foundation for
the benefit of School of Law students.
Fellowship in ACTL is extended to
experienced trial attorneys who exhibit
the highest standards of professional conduct.
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......

Center for the Study of Dispute Resolution
This has been a period oflearning, transition and looking forward for the School of Law's Center for the Study of Dispute Resolutio n.

LEARNI N G
DURING THE WINTER SEMESTER,

in

addition to hosting Harvard Law School
professor Robert Mnookin, the center
co-hosted Dr. Peter S. Adler, President of
the Keystone Center of Keystone, Colo.,
a prominent nonprofit public policy and
educational organization. Adler, a leading
practitioner of multi-party dispute resolution, works closely with MU Extension and Social Science professor Sandra
Hodge, a senior felJow of the center.
The topic of Adler's talk was "Mediating
Environmental and Public Policy Controversies."
Under the direction of Tim Heinsz,
the center led the development and
teaching of a new course called Lawyering and Dispute Resolution, which is
required in the second semester of the

first year curriculum. The course introduces students to skills and concepts that
they will find essential in modern law
practice.
Using a grant from the William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation, a group of
MU faculty, under the leadership of Professor Melody Richardson Daily, published a symposium on Berry Werth's
Damages, with a focus on how to teach
dispute resolution and lawyering using
extensive case studies.
TRAN S ITIO NS

Art Hinshaw, former director of the
Campus Mediation Service at MU and
coordinator of training for the center,
moved to the Arizona State University
College of Law, where he directs the
Lodestar Mediation Clinic and develops

the college's alternative dispute resolu tion program. In August, Paul Ladehoff,
an honors graduate of the University of
Nebraska ColJege of Law, took over Hi n
shaw's positions. Ladehoff served as a trial
attorney in the Environmental Defense
Section of the U.S. Department ofJustice, Environment and Natural Resources
Division. An experienced mediator and
mediation trainer, he carn.e to MU from
his position as associate director ofThe
Mediation Center in Lincoln, Neb.
The death ofTim Heinsz, who served
as center director since January 2003,
has greatly saddened everyone affiliated
with the center. Leonard L. Riskin, wh o
served as center director from 1984 until
2002, resumed that position this fall.

ong recognized as one of the world's lead-

L

ing scholars, practitioners and teachers in

the field of conflict resolution, Harvard Law

School's Robert Mnookin has been a pioneer in
interdisciplinary understanding of conflict and
its resolution in contexts ranging from families
and children to multi-national corporations. He
has done seminal work in negotiation, mediation
and dispute systems design and is the author
of Beyond Winning: Negotiating to Create Value
in Deals and Disputes. Most recently, Mnookin

has focused on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
which was the topic of his talk, "Resolving
Conflicts 'Behind' the Table: The Future of Jewish
Settlements in the West Bank and Gaza;' at the
School of Law on April 12. This CSDR Annual
Dispute Resolution Lecture was held with support
from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation.
Robert M11 ooki11
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The Center fo r th e Stu dy of Dispute
R esoluti o n and its Initiati ve o n Mindfulness in Law and Dispute R esolution
will co-host a campus visit ofJo n KabatZ inn, a re nowned teacher of meditation,
scientist and best-selling author, in January 2005. Th e Missouri Center fo r Jo urnalism, Law and C onflict w ill host Tony

M auro, U .S. Supreme Court R epo rter
fo r the Legal Ti111es and Ameri ca n Law
M edia, in Febru ary 2005 fo r events at
the School o f Law and the MU School
of Jo urn alism , and is develo ping a confe rence fo r 2005 o n the relationship
between j o urnalism and the escalati o n
and de-escalatio n of conflict.

School of Law Adjunct Professor Named to Federal Bench
1

Japan

law professon who VIS1ted MU
in 2000. "My most memorable moment,"

Duane Benton, Adjunct Professor of Law, was appointed to the St. Louis-based

8th U.S. Circu it Court of Appeals after serving on the Supreme Court of Missouri
for 13 years. The U.S. Senate confirmed Benton's appointment on June 24. Benton
received his undergraduate degree from Northwestern University in 1972 and
~is law degree from Yale University in 197S. In 1983, he became a certified pubhe accountant and was the only CPA serving on any supreme court in the Un ited
States. His career included private practice in Jefferson City, Mo., Judge Advocate in
the U.S. Navy, and state revenue director. At the School of Law, he teaches Appellate
Advocacy with Bill L. Thompson, '75. According to Thompson, "Judge Benton
brings great energy and passion to a ~bject that otherwise could be a dull, technical topic. His caring for the students is readily apparent, and they respond:'

English says, "was participating in a Missouri Bar telephone CLE, which was
scheduled in the daytime in Missouri but
occurred during the middle of the night in
Tokyo!"
He continues his work on enactment
of the Uniform Trust Code (UTC) , for
which he served as Reporter. The UTC
has been enacted in ten states, including
Missouri , effective Jan. I , 2005 . English
also serves as the Executive Director of the
Joint Editorial Board for Uniform Trust
and Estate Acts and as a m ember of the
drafting committee on the R evised Unifo rm Durable Power of Attorney Act.
English was named to the Adviso ry
Board of the Office of Special Trustee for
American Indians of the U.S. Department
of the Interior, for which he is the only
non-Indian member. T he committee's
purpose is to advise the Special Trustee on
management of Indian trust funds.
English continues to prepare twiceyearly supplements to his treatise, Tax,
Estate and Financial Planning for the Elderly,
which is published by M atthew Bender,
and has recently completed work on the
N ew Mexico Uniform Trust C ode, w hich
was published in the New Mexico Law
R eview, and a more general article on the
UTC which will be published in Japanese.
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So u t h

A f r

C

a

Program

Sr11de11ts i11 the School of Law's South Africa progra111 visited the Cape of Good Hope, the 111ost so11th11,esten,
poi11t of the Africa11 co11ti11e11t.
tate

Uruversity. The

will be published in the Jounuil of the
Institute ofJustice and International Studies.
Conference attendees received a copy of
Abrams' new book, A ii'ry Spedal Place in
Life - The History ofJuvenile Justice in Missouri (2003).
Abrams' op-ed articles appeared on the
editorial pages of the Albany Times-Union
in New York and the Toledo Blade in Ohio.
He spoke at a Missouri Bar continuing
legal education program on the subject of
United States Supreme Court highlights
of the 2003-2004 term. He addressed the
Metro Rotary Club of Columbia about
children's access to sports programs and
appeared on national radio program s to
discuss the legal aspects of testing high
school athletes for steroid use. H e was
reappointed chair of the edi to rial board of
the Journal of the Missouri Bar.
Last year, more than 60 law schools
used Abrams' casebook, Children and the
Law - D octrine, Policy and Practice (West
Gro up 2d. Ed. 2003, with Sarah H.
R amsey). H e and his co-authors are writing a new casebook, Family Law - Doctrine,
Policy and Practice, which West Group plans
to publish in 2006.
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THE Sc Hoo L o F LA w s u cc Es s Fu LL Y launched a study abroad program last
summer in Cape Town, South Africa. Directed by Associate Dean Rodney J. Uphoff,
the program provided 15 School of Law students and seven students from other American law schools the opportunity to study law w ith South African students in one of the
world's most dynamic, beautiful cities.
The five-week program was held at the University of Western Cape (UWC),
which is located in a suburb of Cape Town. MU has a long standing relationship with
UWC, a historically black university whose law facu lty was tapped heavily for the first
cabinet of former South Africa n President Nelson Mandela.
Program students took three two-credit courses during their time at UWC - Comparative Constitutional Law taught by UWC Professor Pierre de Vos, Comparative
Criminal J ustice taught by Uphoff and Comparative Alternative Dispute Resolution
taught by School of Law Professor Philip J. Harter. The students' learning experience
was enhanced by field trips to locations such as Robberr lsland, w here Nelson Mandela was incarcerated for more than 20 years, Goodwood Prison and the Khayelitsha's
Magistrate Court. Du e to the students' enthusiastic response to the program, Uphoff is
already making plans for next summer's program.

.....

NEWS

Do1111a L. Pavlick
Assistant Dean for Admissions
& Student Services
(573) 884-2949
pavlickd@missouri.edu

Admissions
Audrea Cathey
Admissions Representative
(573) 882-6643
catheya@m isso uri .ed u

AGAIN

TH I S

YEAR the first yea r class

has the highest academic credentials of
any entering class at the School of Law.
A median LSAT score of 159 equates
to the 80th percentile of all test-takers, and a grade point average of 3. 50 is
roughly an A- average.

[8J

M embers of the Class
of 2007 hail from 59
und ergraduate institutions - 72 percent
public and 28 percent private - and
from 15 states and
one foreign co untry. In addition to
hav ing representatives from
most major
ethnic groups,
there is a rich

Enrolling such a talented group of students required extraordin ary effort from
the Admissions staff and the combined
efforts of our alumni, facu lty, and students.
Alumni support of our recruiting effo rts
is crucial to our success and the Admissions Office staff thanks those of
you w ho have helped to
make this year our best so

Snapshot of the Class of 2007 far. Our special thanks to
1058
Total Applications
the firms that hosted our
146
Total Enrolled
acce ptance parties this year:
40%
Women
Robert M. N. Palmer, PC,
Men
60%
in Springfield, Mo.; Blackwell,
80%
Missouri Residents
Non-Missouri Residents
20%
Sanders, Peper & Martin, LLP,
159
Median LSAT
in St. Louis; Shook, Hardy &
3.50
Median GPA
Bacon, LLP, in Kansas City,
Undergraduate Schools
Mo.; and the Law Offices of
Represented
59
Edward L. Campbell in KirksUndergraduate Majors
43
ville, Mo.
Represented
23 As we look to fa ll 2005, there
Average Age

mixture of backgrounds .
The students' past lives include
working as an accountant, a professor, a
teach er, a major crime scene investigator, a legislative assistant, Congressional
interns, a juvenile officer, a zoo ground-

are challenges facing us. The
app licant pool is decreasing, thus
we will not have as many talented students to choose from, and o ur tuition is
almost certain to in crease. T his year, instate fees total more than

$ T 3,200

and

skeeper, 1nissionaries, and a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford University. Seven stu-

out-of-state tuition and fees are almost
s25 ,500. We hope that we can co unt

dents have grad uate degrees and some

on your assistance again this year as we
recruit the C lass of 2008.

have previous military experience.

Opinions as
Precedent," was
published in the
May issue of the Hastings Law Journal.

DaleA.
Whitman was
the keynote
speaker at the
sum1ner meeting of the New
York State Bar
Association's
R eal Property Section, held in Manchester,
Vt., on July 16.

If you would like to assist with Admissions or Student Services efforts, have
any questions or need additional information, please contact us at 203
Hulston Hall, Columbia, MO 65211.
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Family Violenc e Clinic

Phyllis Spence

Missouri Bar. i:>mfug

,year term, he will serve with a
pup composed of four lawyers and three
other professionals who oversee the work
of approximately 100 volunteer lawyers
and other professionals. These volunteers
investigate complaints by clients who
feel they have been charged unfairly by a
lawyer and provide mediation and arbitration services at no cost to help resolve fee
disputes. Bailey continues to serve on the
public information and debt counseling
committees of the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,
was re-elected chair of the Boone County
Industrial Development Authority and the
Boone County Group H omes and Family Support boards, and was reappointed
to the MU Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics' Strategic Planning C ommittee.
At the School of Law, Bailey is the faculty
member fo r the Law and Society Fres hma n Interest Group this fall .
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Jay11e Weiss

ST u o E NT s F Ro M THE School of
Law's Family Vi olence C li nic and a form er Al tria Fa mily Vi o lence Teachi ng Fellow drafted am endm ents to Missouri 's
ado pti on and nam e-change statutes that
Gov. Bo b H olden signed in to law this
sun1m er.
T he adopti o n amendme nts are
designed to shi eld abu sed wo men , protect the rights of un wed fa thers w ho
assume parental respo nsibiliti es and
adva nce perm anency fo r children . O ne
provision relieves wo m en of being force d
to name their sexual partners in an effort
to identify fa th ers, w hile ano ther o bviates the need to publish service on no npresum ed fa th ers who have not asse rted
their paternity. The passage is the culminatio n of fo ur yea rs of work by students
in the clinic.
T hird yea r students Phyllis C. Spence
and Cecily L. Helms worked with Sen .
C harli e Shields to in troduce Senate
Bill N o. 964 , w hi ch was later in corporated into H o use Bill N o. 14 53. Spence
and H elms bo th valued the prac tical
experi ence that their work provided .
" Presenting Bill N o. 964 to the Senate sub committee was o ne of the m ost
exciting experi ences I have had in law
school," Spence said ." It gave me th e
o ppo rtunity to have a real influence o n a
law that is ve ry importa nt fo r Missouri's
adopted children . Initially I was extrao rdinaril y ner vo us spea kin g before the
committee, but it did no t take lo ng to
forget my nervo usness and foc us o n the
issue instead."
" H aving this bill fin ally pass shows
w hat persistence and dedica tio n ca n

Cecily He/111s

acco mplish , how bein g full y educa ted
o n an issue ca n turn heads and m ake
peopl e listen ," H elms added. "Each year,
students we re dedi cated to this issue an d
were well-versed o n the ins and o uts of
the law and th e effect such a proposed
am endment wo uld have o n society. T hat
is w hy I believe this law passed . Legislators learned fro m us and listened to us."
Th e am endments to the nan1e change
statute we re precipitated by fo rmer Altria
Family Violence Teachin g Fellow M egan
E . Phillips, '97 . In her current positio n w ith th e St. Lo uis C oun ty Greenbook Initiative, a federal pilo t program to
address th e co-occurrence of do mestic
violence and child maltreatment, Phil lips received an inquiry from a victim
seekin g to change her identity to escape
her abuser. Phillips' research revealed
that Missouri law required any nam e
change t~ be published three times in a
local newspaper, thus thwa rting a victim 's
effo rts to disappear by leaving a literal
paper tra il fo r the abuser.
"This is a classic exa mple of how an
unremarkable legal procedure becom es
a signifi cant obstacle fo r an abuse victi m
seekin g sa fety," Phillips said ." After reading that statute, I in rn1ediately co ntacted
the Family Vio lence C linic; I knew a
talented and eager student wo uld take
th e iss ue and run with it - all the way
to Jefferson C ity." Third yea r student
Jayne T. (Weiss) Woods drafted am en dm ents to Misso uri 's name change statute
and wo rked w ith R ep. R o bert M ayer to
introdu ce and pass the bill, creating an
exemption in nam e change publicati o n
fo r abuse victims.

NEWS

Law Library

gu1shed themselves as leaders m the field

S EVE RAL AR EAS OF T H E LAW
LIBRAR Y we re renovated this summer to provide new technological capabilities, better study and work space fo r
students, and a new look. These changes
respond to feedbac k students provided
in a survey last fall about the library
environment, services and co!J ectio ns.
Funding for this proj ect came fro m the
estate gift of] olm C. Ba11man11, '29,
an undesignated gift w hich then-Dean
T im H einsz dedi cated to library needs.
Students wa nted more collaborative study space, a recognitio n of th e
degree to whi ch curricular changes and .
Gen- X preferences place a premium
on that kind of wo rk. N ew techno logies fac ilitate collabora tive wo rk. The
Law Library created fo ur new Smart
Suites to address these needs. Each Smart
Suite is equipped w ith a computer, ceiling- mo unted proj ecto r, SmartB oard , and
DVD / V C R playe r. Students ca n wo rk

together on composing o r editing a document proj ected o nto the SmartBoard ,
m aking handw ritten changes on the
board and saving all th e work to a file
each student can access later. Legal writing conferences, g roup o utlining session s,
and gro up stud y using o nline lessons
fro m the Center fo r Computer-Assisted
Legal Instru ctio n (C ALI ) or o ther providers are o ther good uses of the suites.
Fac ul ty m embers w ho wish to use
SmartBoard techno logy in th e class ro o m
can wo rk o ut the kinks in th e Smart
Suites before going live in the classroom.
Students also wa nted a less insti-

tutional feeling in th e Law Library.
In place of large open areas crammed
with tables o r carrels, we created
sma!Jer stud y areas and incorp orated
a mix of furnishings in larger areas.
Students expressed a need for additional study space.We crea ted a small

Tamra Wilson
Setser spoke
at the annual
meeting of
the National
Association of
Law Placement
in Salt Lake
City on April
27 . The topic
of her presentation was "Emotional Intelligence and Lawyerin g: H ow It Applies in
Employment D ecisions and the Practice
of Law." M eeting attendees included over
1 ,roo hiring partners, recruiting coordinators and professional development directors
of major U.S. and Canadian law ftrms , governmental agencies' hiring decision makers,
and career development deans and o ther
personnel from all accredited U.S. law
schools. T he presentation given by Wilson
Setser and her co-presenter, Dr. Jam es
,Dugan , drew over 2 00 individuals.

(Co 11ti1111cd 011 11ext page)
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Law Library

t ofWomen at the School
of Law's Edna Nelson Banquet. The MU
provost's office appointed her to serve on the
university's Promotion and Tenure Committee for the 2004-2005 academic year. She was

addi t iona l study space

also appointed to chair the Association of
American Law Schools' (AALS) Conunittee
on Curriculum and Research. As chair, she
will act as a moderator of a panel discussion
about curricular innovations at the AALS
annual meeting in January 2 0 05.

Patricia Brumfield
Fry received the
Cyberspace
Law Excellence
Award from the
American Bar
Association (ABA)
Business Law Sectio n's C yberspace
Conunittee on
August 7. She was recognized as part of a
gro up fo r the sem.i nal work "T he Commercial Use of Electro nic Data In terchange A R eport an d M odel Trading Partner Agreement," which was first published by the ABA
in 1993 and has been a widely- used resource
fo r establish.ing electronic co ntracting practices worldwide. T he award ho nors substantial
contributions to the development of the law
of cyberspace. N ominees must make substantial contributio ns through scholarship, participation in the legislative process or litigation.
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f av o r ite stud y location
new readin g roo m in an area fo rmerl y
devoted to casual seatin g. T his area has
already becom e a favo rite study locati o n . Students using lapto p computers
can access the w ireless netwo rk througho ut the library and Hulsto n H all.
Students also no ted th at w orkspace
in the c omputer lab was ve ry cramped,
as the pre- ren ova tio n ph o tograph shows.
The libra ry purchased new tables w hi ch
are o ne foo t w ider than th e old tables,
are height-adjustable and have keyboard
drawe rs fo r better ergo no mi cs, and have

upper shelves to help keep books and
personal belo ngings off th e work surfac e.
Student reac tion has been enthu sias tic. One student no ted that th e
library " did a wo nde1ful job trying to
m eet everyo ne's needs and requ ests. 1
was really impressed ." Students appreciate the library's efforts "to make o ur
study enviro nment easier to use and
enj oy." Th e Law Library is committed to continui ng to improve study and
wo rk space as priva te fundin g permi ts.

OUTSTANDING FACULTY AND STAFF RECOGNIZED FOR SERVICE
"Our students know
firsthand what an outstanding
faculty and staff we have
at the School of Law...
Pavlick, Baker, Neylon,
Collins and Beck (not
pictured) join a lo11g list of
School of Law employees
who have been recogniz ed by
the law school and ca111p11s.

FIVE MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW

faculty and staff were recognized recently
with awards from the law school and the
campus community. "Our students know
firsthand what an outstanding faculty and
staff we have at the School of Law and
it's wonderful to see them receive recognition from other groups across the
MU campus," Dean Larry Dessem said.
Casey D. Baker, director of external relations, was the recipient of the
Patty H. Epps Award, which is presented
to one staff member, or more in case of
a tie, who honors the memory of Patty
H. Epps with exceptional public service, chee1fulness, and indomitable spirit
and dedication to the MU School of
Law. Faculty and staff vote by private ballot each year and the award recipient is
kept secret until the final announcement.
Baker received a bachelor's degree in
English from Stephens College and previously served as Advancement Services
Coordinator for Lincoln University
and the Lincoln University Foundation
in Jefferson City, Mo. She joined the
School of Law in 2001 and lives in
Columbia with her husband and toddler.
Mary M. Beck, director of the
domestic violence cbnic and cbnical professor of law, received the MU Tribute
to Women Award on May 12. The award
recognizes those who work to create an
environment of equity, fairness and justice
for all wonten and have helped promote

the advancement of women through
education, advocacy, support and activism.
Beck earned her bachelor's and
master's degrees in nursing at St. Louis
University and worked as a certified nurse practitioner before attending law school at MU. She subsequently
practiced in the areas of medical malpractice and family law before joining the clinical faculty at the School of
Law, where she has directed the Family
Violence Program for 11 years. Beck
researches and writes in the areas of
domestic violence and adoption.
Diane M. Collins, Law Library information specialist, received the Law
Library's Outstanding Performance
Award for the 2003-2004 academic
year. The award recognizes the person who best exemplifies the Law
Library's mission of service to the law
school and the state. Collins was selected
based on her excellent service, particularly to the faculty, in interlibrary
loan. During the year, she successfully
filled 93.5 percent of requests made by
Law Library users and 91 percent of
requests made by other library parties.
Collins received a bachelor's
degree in history from Fontbonne
College and attended the College
of St. Catherine, majoring in history
and library science. She has worked
at the Law Library since September
1980, starting as a student assistant.

Karen M. Neylon, LLM program
coordinator, was one of three recipients of the Graduate Student Support
Staff Appreciation Award for the
2003-2004 academic year. The award,
which is presented by MU's Graduate
Student Association, Association of
Black Graduate and Professional
Students, and Graduate Professional
Council, is based on nomination letters submitted by graduate students.
Neylon has been with the School
of Law since November 1998 and previously worked in the MU Graduate
School and Office of Research for seven
years. She is an MU alumna with degrees
in art (AB '82) and advertising (BJ '83)
and is a native of St. Charles, Mo.
Donna L. Pavbck, assistant dean for
student affairs and admissions and lecturer in law, was one of ten recipients
of the campus Excellence in Education
Award for the 2003-2004 academic
year. The award , which is presented
by the Office of the Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs, recognizes MU
educators who particularly support
and value co-curricular learning.
Pa-vlick has worked at the law school
since completing her LLM in dispute resolution in 2000. She and her
husband,]. Michael Hoeferbn, bve
in Columbia with their two sons.
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Office of Career and Professional Developm en t
By Ta111ra Wi/s011 Setser,
Assistant Dean for Career Develop111ent

W H AT I S I T R E A L LY L I K E to
be a lawyer? How do I devise a strategy
for my own career when I am just trying to get through law school? How
many opportunities are there for summer employment in my first two years of
school? Many of us ca n recall that as students we had questions similar to these
the current MU Law students pose to us
in the Office of Career Development.
We try to provide answers to those
questions in a variety of ways including:
~

igency m 1996 by :refusing to appropnate
funds for 1t. Harter strongly urged that
Congress resurrect ACUS and provide the
resources that would enable it to fulfill its
original mission. He testified in June that
"a permanent entity such as a renewed
ACUS is needed that can be devoted to
solving the problems of excess costs, delays
and burdens that are imposed on the agencies and upon the public by inadequate,
inefficient and duplicative government
processes."
During the summer of 2004, H arter
taught at the School of Law's program
at the University of the Western Cape
in Cape Town, South Africa. His course,
Alternative Dispute R esolution and Government, explored the practical questions
involved in using ADR to resolve government rusputes.

• Each year we sponsor Career Choice
panels which focus on various practice
areas.
• We assist students in finding externships for course credit with governmental or not-for profit organizations
with a lawyer on staff
• We seek information about firms and
other legal employers who want or
would be willing to employ a student
as a summer law clerk.
As an alumnus, you may want to
help with these. Perhaps you would
be interested in serving on a panel to
discuss your practice and the career
path which led to your present circumstances. Our primary audience for these
panels are first year law students who
relish any information about "what
lawyers do."
Or if you work with a federal, state,

or local governmental unit, in a not for
profit organization or with the judicial
branch, and would be willing to participate in our externship program by
supervising an unpaid law clerk, let us
know. Locations within 30 to 45 minutes
of Columbia can participate year round
and alums in other parts of the state may
offer a summer experience.
Finally, if your organization - firm , inhouse, or otherwise - could benefit from
a law clerk during the summer, consider
contacting us so that we can let students
know of your need. Many corporate legal
departments and smaller firms hesitate
to accept law clerks because they believe
that students only want to work in jobs
with a high probability of post-graduate
employment. While many students do
hope for that, many others realize that
experience in a summer clerkship will
help them define and refine their career
focus and build relationships which will
endure throughout their professional
lives. Please consider letting us know of
your willingness to receive applications
from first and second year students for
summer positions. Our students have
a variety of educational and real world
experience; there should be at least one
who will fit well into your firm or corn ,
pany for a summer.
Thank you to all of you who have
served our students in th ese ways already.
If you want to become more involved,
please contact our office at 103 Hulston
Hall, Columbia, MO 65211.

To speak with Career Development professionals about hiring School of Law graduates, contact:
Tamra Wilson Setser
Assistant Dean for
Career and Professional
Development
(573) 882-9679
wilsonsetsert@
missouri.edu
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L L M Program

Above, participa11ts i11 tl,e 2004-2005 LL/VI progra111. Fro111 left,Jon at/, a11 Davidso11 , Catheri11e J\lfoore,Jose
Ra111irez, A lbert Satcl,er, He11ry Woljkop, !Vlarielc11a Fi11a, J oe Giampapa, Flavia Pepi110, A11drea Brawtigam,
and Cathi !Vlartarella. No t pict11rcd: R111/, Carter, !Vlic/1ellc Cole11ia11, D111(ehr Hardi11, Mark Heudrix, Con11ie
Joh nso11 ,An11a Li11go, Larry !VlcLclla11, R111/, O'Neill, Lowell Pearso11, Marilyn Pcsro, Ji111 Ree11es, Ca rol Vt111
Sa111beek a11d Gayle Tro 11 rwi11e.

Th e M aster of Laws Program in Dispute
R esolutio n began its sixth yea r with
11 new and 12 continuing students.
As in previous years, the program has
attracted students from within Missouri
and aro und th e globe. This year's

internati o nal stud ents are from Brazil,
South Africa and Venezuela. Parti cipants
in th e LLM progra m have backgrounds
in the state legislature, family law, labor
law, mediation, intellectual property and
ge neral practice.

Dessem Donates "Dean for a Day"
At the annual Women's Law Association (WLA)
Auction, then-student Mark W. Lyons, '04, purchased the "Dean for a Day" package donated
by Dean Dessem, whose rules were simple - no
personnel changes, no raises and no cance lling of classes. Beyond that, Lyons was free to
make decis ions regarding the School of Law.
On Ap ril 5, Lyons filled his day w ith meetings_and proclamations. He declared Oct.
1, 2004, WLA Day in recognition of the organization's contributions to vario us
charities, schedu led an official "Hu lston Hold 'Em Championship" poker tournament and bestowed an honorary degree on Ruth Bader Ginsberg, Associate
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, among others. He also held an open house
in the dean's suite, during which he handed out volume four of his compi lation "Now That's What I Call Law School!" to the first 200 guests to arrive.
For $120, Lyons stepped into the shoes of Dean Dessem for the day. Free of
charge, Dessem attended some of Lyons' classes, including Products Liab il ity with
Professor David Fischer and Re ligious Liberty with Professor Carl Esbeck, and took
notes. All proceeds from the auction benefitted the Missouri Women's Shelter,
Centra l Missouri Food Bank, Happiness for Health and Missouri Girls Town .

ofLaw.

HuyenPham
published an
article, "The
Inherent Flaws
in the Inherent Authority
Position:Why
Inviting Local
En fo rcem ent
of Im.migrati on
Laws Violates th e Constitution," in the
Florida State Law Review (summer 2004).
She also gave a talk about the policy and
legal problems oflocal enforcement of
immigration laws at the 2004 Cambio de
Colores conference at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis.
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Fear and Risk in Times
of Democratic Crisis

~ted "E~Juttes
Ii to Judges: A Benchmark
for Judging?" at a Florida State University
College of Law symposium, The Behavioral
.Analysis of Legal Institutions: Possibilities,
Limitations and New Directions, in March.
The resulting paper is forthcoming in the
Florida State l.Aw Review. She also spoke on
an Emerging Issues in Elder Law and Psychology panel at the annual meeting of the
American Psychology-Law Association in
Scottsdale, Ariz.
In February, Robbennolt and fellow professor Christina E. Wells co- organized an
interdisciplinary conference at MU, Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Fear and Risk
Assessment in Times of D emocratic Crisis.
Highlighting some of the themes fro m the
conference, R obbennolt and Wells published
a column in the April issue of the American
Psychological Association's Mo nitor on Psychology, "Judicial Deference in Times of Crisis," in
which they identified the role of psychological theory in informing questions raised by
the U.S. Supreme Court cases involving the
rights of"enemy combatants ."
Robbennolt joined School of Law professors Leonard L. Riskin,James E .Westbrook,
Richard C. R euben and the late Timothy J.
H einsz, and form er School of Law professor
C hristopher P. Guthrie, to write the third
edition of Dispute R esolution and Lawyers.
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I N F E BR UA R Y 2004,
the H enderson Prize and the
the School of Law hosted
Am eri can Bar Associatio n's
the Earl F. N elson Lecture as
Administrative Law Secti on
the keyno te sp eech for the
scholarship award, titl ed his
Law R eview Symposium. T he
talk " Fear and Liberty."
two-day symposium , titled
O th er symposium parti cipants
" Interdisciplinary Perspectives
in cl uded presenters Lee E pstein
f cbruary20-2 1, 2004
o n Fear and Risk Percepti o n
ofWas hington Uni ve rsity,
in Times of D em ocrati c
N eil Feigenson of Quinnipiac
ffi
SU 10<)1. Of I.AW
C risis," bro ught together speUniversity, R ac hel F. Moran ot
cialists in th e fields of histh e Unive rsity of Cali fo rnia
tory, poli tical science, psychology and
(Boalt H alJ), Corey R obin of Brooklyn
law to explo re social science persp ecCollege of the C ity Uni ve rsity of N ew
tives o n law during constitutio nal o r
York, Paul Slavic of the Uni ve rsity
de mocrati c crises and engage in histo riof Oregon, Geoffrey R . Sto ne of
cal analyses of va rio us crises or judicial
the Unive rsity of C hicago and Betty
respo nses to crises. T he events of Sept.
H o uchi n-'Winfield of MU 's School of
11 , 2001, and the recent war with Iraq
Jo urnalism . Conm1entators included
have sparked renewed interest in qu escurrent fac ulty of the School of Law
tio ns pertaining to decisio n- making in
- H enry L. C hambers J r. , William B.
times of crisis, including issues such as
Fisch, T ho mas A. Lambert and Richard
th e balance between securi ty and libC. R euben - and fo rmer MU Law fa certy, executi ve autho rity and separaulty -Tracey E. George of N o rthwestern
tion of powers, increased governm ent
Unive rsity, C hristopher P G uthrie of
secrecy and publi c health responses.
Vanderbilt University and R obert
T his yea r's Earl F. N elson Lecturer
Pushaw of Pepperdine Unive rsity. The
was Cass R . Sunstein, Karl N . Ll ewellyn
symposium 's o rganizers, School of Law
Distinguished Service P rofessor of
professors Jennifer K. Robbenn olt and
Jurisprudence at the Uni ve rsity of
C hristin a E. Wells, served as m oderators.
C hicago Law School and D epartment
To learn abo ut other events at the
of Political Science. Sunstein , a highlySch ool of Law, visit o ur Web site
rega rded legal scholar w hose ho nat www.law.missouri.edu .
o rs include th e Goldsmith Book Prize,
!,C-.:l\'f-.srl\O• \U~l,Ollll.ult.l'\1111.\

Fratcher Symposium
Held at MU Law
The annual Fratch er Estates and Trusts
Symposium, spo nsored fo r the first time
by The Missouri Bar, was held at th e
School of Law on April 9. Presentatio n
topics included:
• " Update from Washingto n " by
Catherine Veihmeyer Hughes,
Estate and Gift Tax AttorneyAdvisor in the Office of Tax Policy
of the U.S. D epartment of th e
Treas ury in W ashington , D. C.
• " Let's Talk" p an el
• " N ew U ses fo r an Old Tool
- Uncommo n M ethods fo r a
C haritabl e R em ainder Trust"
by Scott E . Blakesley, partner
with BlackweU Sanders Peper
Martin in Kansas C ity, M o.

• " Discounts and Disquiet: Is
it B ad When T hin gs are Too
Good?" by C harles A. R edd,
partner at Sonnenschein N ath
& R osenthal in St. Lo uis
• " An Estate and Trust Minefield :
E thics, M alpractice and
Fiduciary Liabibty" by T. Jack
C hallis, chairm an of E nterp rise
Trust in C layto n , M o.
During the symposium, th e three
estate planning awa rd recipients from
the annual E dna N elson Law Student
Awards Banqu et were introdu ced. This
yea r's recipients of the Fred L. Hall Jr.
Foundatio n Estate Planning Award fo r
m ost no tabl e achievem ent in Estate
Planning were then-students Julie A.
H averly, '04; E dw ard C . Judson,
'04; and Mark L. Sandvo s, '04.

represent the Office of the Provost at the
Coordinating Board of Higher Education
meetings and on University of Missouri
System committees. He will serve as the
campus grievance officer and serve as a
member of key faculty committees, developing campus initiatives as determined by
the provost.
"This campus has an incredibly strong
cadre of talented faculty and academic
leaders and I look forward to wo rking
wi th them in this new and challenging
role," D ean said. " MU is fo rtunate to have
outstanding administrative leadership in
Jesse Hall and I am honored to becom e a
part of it. I have a professional and personal
commitment to MU, as my three children
have earned five degrees here. MU has
risen to the challenges of recent years and
gained strength in teaching, research and
outreach . I look forward to doing what I
can to help make MU even better."

William M . Corrigan Jr., '85, spoke at the School of La w commwcement ceremony on May 15. Corrigan
served as Pres idwt of The M issouri Bar for

2003-2004

and is a partner at Armstrong Teasdale in St . Louis.
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0N JULY 2, 2004, TIMOTHY
J. HEINSZ, Director of the Center for the
Study of Dispute Resolution, Earl F. Nelson Professor cif
Law and former dean, had a heart attack while jogging on the MKT
Trail near his home and died at age 56. Professor Heinsz was born Aug. 28,
1947, in St. Louis to Vernon and Mary Heinsz. He married Susan Neer on April 27,
1968. He received his undergraduate degree from St. Louis University and his law degree
from Cornell University. Professor Heinsz came to the law school as an associate professor in
1979 and became a full professor in 1981. Between 1988 and 2001, he was dean of the law school and
became director of CSDR in 2002. He is survived by his wife; his daughter Jennifer Leparmentier, her
husband Richard and their daughter Camille, of Salt Lake City; his daughter Megan Heinsz and her husband
Travis Phillips, of St. Louis; two brothers,John Heinsz of St. Charles and Vern Heinsz of Kansas City; and a sister,
Christine Heinsz of St. Louis. In the days following his death, the School of Law received an outpouring of kindness and support from alumni and friends, the legal community, law schools nationwide and citizens of Columbia. -,/e
have included some of the memories sent to us here. In all of what we received, the descriptions of Professor He· 1sz
were consistent in their phrases: kind, caring, down-to-earth, humble, thoughtful, funny. He is missed.

I

M ORE THAN WORDS

Tim was Encouraging...

In memory of Tim Heinsz

In April 1993, our firm started.
We started with three lawyers and two
excellent legal secretaries. Our original location was across the street from
the Governor's Mansion, in the basement of a very old building. We had
no windows. Our office walls were the
original stone foundation of the building. It was damp.We were excited, eager
and wide-eyed to start a law practice.
I believe that it was in the summer of
that first year that I received a phone call
from Dean Heinsz. He wanted to stop
by, visit and congratulate us on our new
venture. So he came to Jefferson City
during the course of the business day
and visited with us for approximately an
hour. We met in our one and only conference room around a compressed particle board and inexpensive oblong table.
My two law partners and I were honored
that the dean of the law school would
come to our small new firm and grace
us with his presence. It was not a solicitation call for funds for the law school,
but of encouragement and celebration.
The visit as I remember fondly was like a
family meeting where we shared stories
and many laughs. My partners and I were
on "cloud nine" immediately after he left.
I can still see in my mind Dean Heinsz
on that occasion as he showed a sincere
interest in how we were doing and he
wanted us to know that he and the law
school stood ready to help in any meaningful way. I will never forget that visit.

We like to say that words are
the tools of our trade
We strategize and synthesize and take pride
In how we parade them,
or shade them
O r even (secrets revealed)
masquerade them
In the fullness of time
We h ope to learn
There is more to this craft
Than words on a page
So m e were able to learn
on th eir own
The res t of us needed to be taught
By a great professor and mentor
Who sh owed us by example
How to b e kind but not too soft
How to b e wise bu t not too clever
How to b e h onest but n ot too blunt
How to b e balanced but
not too boring
ow to b e hum ble bu t not too timid
How to b e curio u s but
not too skeptical
How to b e practical but
not too predictable
ljow to b e serious but not take
ourselves to o seriously
e broad grin, the
~ielight in his eyes
he quick sm art step, the
st,rong h andshake
Th bowties, the gentle wit
delivered sideways, of course)
assuring nod of the h ead,
·Ying us confidence to
o what is right
legacy of honesty and honor,
humor and humility
ill not be lost or forgotten as

as we pass this simple test:

carry out the lessons from
jjlt teacher and friend
only in what we say,
t in what we do

abiding respect and

dant gratitude,
M. Schumaker, '84

Tim was Friendly...
Dean Heinsz was a dear friend
throughout my many years in Columbia
and beyond. He was the reason I ended
up at Mizzou for law school. After getting accepted to Mizzou, I called Leslie
Marl<lin in the Admissions Office and
while I was talking to her about the benefits of going to Mizzou, Dean Heinsz,
who just happened to be in her office,
grabbed the phone and we had a couple of minutes of discussion regarding the friendliness of the school and
community. He made me promise
there and then that Mizzou would be
at the top of my consideration list.
While I was at Mizzou, Dean Heinsz
was always accessible for anything from
academic advice to just shooting the
breeze. I cannot
count the number of times I visited him in his
office just to talk
sports. He also
touched my family. At graduation, he
took a few rninutes
on an otherwise
extremely busy day to meet my parents
and other relatives who came in from
California and share some memories of
my law school achievements with them.
Dean Heinsz will be truly missed
by myself and the many, many other
alumni and current students who have
had the fortune to encounter him.
Ian S. Topf, '95

Stephen G. Newman, 'So

Tim was Collegial ...

Tim was Compassionate ...
I will never forget something Dean
Heinsz did for me while I was a law student. I think it speaks volumes for who
he was.At 5:00 A.M. during finals week,
our first son was born. I had a final that
morning at 8:oo A.M. I contacted the
professor about rescheduling the final. He
said no. I contacted Dean Heinsz. Later
that morning, he called me and said congratulations first. He then said that I did
not need to worry about the final exam.
He would let me take it in a couple of
days by corning to his office. In the next
couple of days I contacted Dean Heinsz
and made an appointment to go to his
office to take the exam. Again, when I
got to his office, he said congratulations
on the birth of our first child. He gave
me the exam and let me take it in the
conference room outside his office. I have
never forgotten his kindness and concern during that time. His actions spoke
loudly about who he was as a person.
Dean Heinsz also gave me some very
sound and wise advice about my legal
career. Heeding his advice was one of
the best career decisions I ever made.
Thomas D. Rodenberg, '89
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When I became the dean at UMKC
in 1995, I benefitted more than I had
any right to expect from Tim's open and
collegial approach to dealing with the
dean at the System's other law school
and, more importantly, to life. He understood that we were not rival deans, but
two human beings engaged in a common struggle to continue to move the
legal profession forward and to educate
the next generation of lawyers. Whether
the matter involved admissions policies,
sexual orientation, bar passage, tuition
raises, or any of a dozen or so tumultuous items that were most appropriately wrestled with behind closed doors
in tandem with another dean, I came
quickly to appreciate that what made
him effective as dean was what also made
him commendable as a person: he tried
to deal with issues in relation, first, to
the people that they affected, and then
only in terms of the politics of the matter. It was one of the traits that made
me an admirer and is one of the reasons
why he will surely be missed by us all.
Burnele V Powell
Dean and Miles and Ann Loadholt
Professor of Law
University of South Carolina
School of Law

Tim was Down-to-Earth ...
Recently I got to see and hearTim
just the day before his passing in bar
review. I was having a problem understanding one of his examples, so I went
up afterwards for an explanation. Tim
was so approachable, down-to-earth and
humble. He understood why I was confused, looked at it from my point of view
and agreed that the question could be
read my way. He took the time to reexplain the issue, wrote out another problem and made sure I understood it.
Not many other lecturers would have
taken this amount of time or effort just
to make sure that one student understood. I am disappointed I never had
Tim as a professor. From my short session with him after bar review, I can say
Tim was not just a scholar, but a true
teacher in every sense of the word .
Nevada M. Smith, '04

Tim was Extraordinary...
I consider myself fortunate to be
among those who knew and loved Tim.
He touched my life and I will always
feel his influence and support, even if his
physical presence is now missing. Clearly,
my life is richer and fuller because of my
dealings with Tim. From time to tin1e I
would simply pick up the phone or send
Tim an e-mail. I'll miss not being able to
do that and I'll miss his counsel. When
I think of persons I know who serve as
models for how I strive to live my life,
Tim is right at the top of the list. I never
saw Tim being flamboyant or boastful. H e simply led everyone by example
with his solid, quiet, self-assured, calm,
yet powerful, presence which I saw as
his fundamental true nature. It was my
observation that he never felt any need to
impress others, yet the paradox was that
because of his fundamental nature people
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recognized and honored him as a gifted
and powerful person in their lives. Simply
put, Tim was an extraordinary person.
Fred A. Ricks Jr., 'Sr

Tim was Humble ...
Some 20 years ago, I was fortunate
enough to have had Professor Heinsz for
trial practice, one of the most important
classes in law school. Then a 30-something law professor who had left private
practice to enter the academic world,
he was the epitome of class and coolness, tempered with the precisely correct dose of humility. And, over the
years, as a number of outstanding professors at the law school were lured away
by big bucks to places like UCLA and
Michigan, Professor Heinsz remained a
fixture. He was a source of comfort and
pride of area alumni. In fact,just after my
graduation, our very outstanding dean
was so lured away,
something that left
myself and others a
tad forsaken. Such
concerns were
obviated, however,
w hen Professor
Heinsz became
the new dean.And
all was right in
Columbia again.
Kendall R.
Garten, '85
[Reprinted with
permission of
The Examiner]

Tim was Thoughiful ...
My first encounter with Tim Heinsz
was in 1994. He and Jim Salmo interviewed me to be Jim's assistant in the
Development Office.When Jim called
me to say that I qualified for the second interview and it would be with the
dean and himself, I almost said, "forget
it," but I thought I would just have to
make the best of this adventure. When
Tim walked into the room and looked
at me with his blue, kind and loving eyes, I thought to myself, this man
is truly an instrument of our Lord.
Through time, my first impression proved to be so true in so many,
many ways.You see, I am not a law student, a lawyer, a faculty member, or
judge, I am just a clerical person trying to make my "guy" look good. He
always knew how hard all of his staff performed to h elp nuke "our" Law School
look the best. If you happened to walk
past someone's office and see a vase of
fresh-cut flowers, you knew Tim had
stopped by to deliver them just to let
that staff person know how thankful he
was to have her/him at the Law School.
The next time I see Tim, he will
be standing there with a brief case in
one hand, his dazzling bow tie, big
blue eyes, and a bouquet of flowers (with the stems wrapped in aluminum foil) to greet me and help me feel
the gentleness of the Lord around me.
Mary M. Kempf
Executive Staff Assistant
Office of the Dean, MU School of Law

Tim was Loved ...
Tim embodied love and possessed
a gentle, loving and caring spirit. He
loved life and lived it fully and richly.
He loved his work and he worked tirelessly on every project he ever undertook.
Despite his tremendous capacity and
competency for work, he did not seek the
spotlight. Tim personified a quiet, calm,
effective leadership which endeared him
to everyone. He loved the University of
Missouri and his many functions with
the University. But most of all, he loved
his family, playing the role of the doting family patriarch for them. He loved

his daughters,Jennifer and Megan, with a
depth of love rarely seen. He adored his
granddaughter, Camille. And he had the
storybook love affair with his childhood
sweetheart and wife of 36 years, Susan.
Tim exemplified kindness and
thoughtfulness. He always had a smile on
his face and always had time for every
person he met or who sought him out

for guidance and counsel. Tim's acts of
kindness were daily, but a few memorable ones include his constant bringing of flowers from Susan's garden to
the law school staff or his yearly sending of flowers to his mother on his own
birthday. This kindness brightened our
lives and made each of us better. People
have asked me what made Tim so kind,
and I believe it was because of the love
and support of his family and his deep,
abiding and profound faith in God.
But as exceptionally gifted, wise and
talented as Tim was, beneath his professional exterior and numerous achievements and accomplishments laid the
impish spirit of Bart Simpson and Dennis
the Menace. Tim loved to play practical
jokes with his family and friends.Just one
such act was that he would switch the
cereal from one box to another so that his
girls ended up with a breakfast surprise.
Tim was my best friend and I
choose to remember him as the friend
who always had a smile on his face,
an impish act to impart, a kind gesture to give, and a heartfelt love beyond
measure for those he encountered.
Robert G. Bailey, '79
Assistant Dean
MU School of Law
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The MU School of Law recognizes the following individuals who provided financial support during the
fiscal year, which began July I , 2003, and ended June 30, 2004. The following list includes alumni
shown by class year.A leadership listing begins on page 36 and includes all contributors to the School of
Law who gave more than s250 during the year. Friends, faculty and staff, and organizations who support th e
Law School are listed on pages 38 and 39.
2004

HONO R·ROL L
Class of 193 1

Class of 1949

Participation ..... ..... ..... .. 25%
Walter L. Mulvania

Class of 1955

Class of 1961

DolJars .................. ..... $6,975
Participation ................. 15 %
Richard A. Barton
David M. Beckerman
Joe Pat Casey
Frank Connett Jr.
William T. Powers Jr.
R.obert C. Smith
E L. Thompson

Dollars .... ........... ....... ... s500
Participation ..... ... ......... 13 %
Robert F. D evoy
Bruce Normile
Randolph E. Puchta

Participation .. ....... ....... .. . 6%
Frank Conley

Dollars ..................... . $6,300
Participation ................. 14%
John Fox Arnold
Alex Barclett
Roger K. Boothe
Thomas J. Conway
James E. Miller
B. Kent Snapp
Stanford A. Zeldin

Class of 1950

Class of 1957

Class of 1962

Participation ................... 3%
Ronald M. Bushman

Dollars .... ...... ............ $2,700
Participation ................ . II ¾
James T. Ausmus
Maurice B. Graham
Floyd E. Lawson Jr.
Paul Jackson Rice

Class of 1935
Participation ................. 17%
Robert I. Meagher

Class of 1936
Participation ................. 14%
Howard B. Lang Jr.

Class of 1938
Participation ................. 15 %
Louis W. Benecke
Estate ofJolw A. Weiss Jr.

Class of 1939
Participation ................. 20%
A. Lewis Hull
William M. Kimberlin

Class of 1940
Dollars ............. .... ..... $8,925
Participation ........... ...... 31%
John R. Bailey
Karl W. Blanchard
Thomas E. Deacy Jr.
Leo J. Rozier

Class of 1941
Dollars . .... ... ..... .... .... $27,478
Participation ................. 33 %
John K. Hulston
Charles S. Wilcox
Fredj.YoungJr .

Class of 1944
Participation ........ ......... 50%
Edith D.Wright

Class of 1947
Participation ... .............. 15 %
George V Aylward
Ninian M. Edwards Jr.

Class of 1948
Dollars ... ... .. .... .. ...... .. $9,752
Participation ...... .. ......... IJ %
George E. Ashley
Charles E. Dapron
Robert L. Hawkins Jr.
Warren D.We ll iver
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Dollars ............ .... ..... . $2,600
Participation ... ........ .. .... 13 %
Jo/,11 W Belew
WThomas Coghill Jr.
Robert E. Crist
George A. Henry
John W Inglish

Class of 1951
Dollars ........ .... .......... $3 ,ooo
Participation ................ . r8 %
J. David Collins
RogerT. Hurwitz
Stephen N. Limbaugh Sr.
James F. Menefee
Jerome W. Seigfreid
Robert J. Virden
Welzie W. Webb

Class of1952
Dollars ..................... . $7,900
Participation ... ........ .. ... . 17%
William H. Leedy
Robert E. Pettit
William W Shinn
Richard H . Spencer
Dorman L. Steelman
Montgomery L. Wilson

Class of 1953
Dollars .. ....... .. ........... $3,270
Participation ... .............. r8 %
Walter D. McQuie Jr.
William B. Phillips
James R. Reinhard
Philip R.. Schaper Jr.
Walter L. Walker

Class of 1954
Dollars .. .... ................... s750
Participation .. ............... 13 %
Don ChapmanJr.
Ray111011d C. Lewis Jr.

Class of 1956

Class of 1958
DolJars .. ..... ... ..... .... .. . $3,950
Participation ... .............. 15 %
William Andy Dalton
Lynden N. Goodwin
Fred L. Hall Jr.
Nicholas M . Monaco
Bernard C. ]~ice
Stewart W Smith Jr.

Class of 1963
Participation ..... ............ .. 3%
Don K. Pettus

Class of 1964
DolJars .................... .. $2,750
Participation ...... ..... ..... . 12%
Newton C. Brill Jr.
Cullen Cline
Donald W Jones
Dennis W. Smith
Thomas A.Vetter

Class of 1959
Dollars .. .... ......... ...... $15,346
Participation ................. 31 %
Patricia W. Buxton
Joe Royle Ellis
Stanley A. Grimm
Sam F. Hamra
E. Mitchell Hough
Gustav J. Lehr Jr.
Albert C. Lowes
Jack D. Lukehart
R.obert W. Maupin
Lowell R. McCuskey
Larry L. McMullen
W.W. "Pete" Peery
William C. Phelps
William E. Rulon
Herbert C. Willbrand

Class of 1965

,

Dollars ....... ...... .... ... . $ ro,443
Participation .. .... .. ......... 14%
Lewis M. Blanton
William L. Davis
John M. Gibson
Harold L. Lowenstein
Sandford J. Miller
Lawrence H . Pelofsky
John K. Pruellage
William F. Sutter
Karolyn Ehrmann Voigt

Class of 1960
DolJars ............... ...... $20,350
Participation ... ..... ......... 19%
Eugene G. Bushmann
Donald E. Chaney
Ralph Edwards
Charles B. Faulkner
Bernard N. Frank
John D. Rahoy
James E. Spain
Julius EWall

Class of 1966
Dollars ..... .. ............... $ r ,650
Participation .. ................. 5%
Stephen E Hanlon
Maynard R.Johnson
E . Scott Orr
William H. Walker

The classes of 1927, 1940, 194 1, 1944 and 1959 deserve special recogniti o n thi s yea r fo r reaching m o re than
a 30 perce nt participati o n rate indi vidu ally. In additi o n , th e C lass of 200 1 reac hed a 20 percent parti cipati o n
race, th e hi ghest thi s year fo r all classes gradua tin g sin ce 1959 . Co ngratulati o ns and thank you !

Contributor s

Class of 1967
Dollars ... ... ..... ....... .... $9 ,050
Participation .. .. ..... .. ... .. . 12%
W. R ex Beave rs
C. D avid D arno ld
Jo hn H . D owell
D avid K. H ardy
Stephen H . Kin g
William V M o rgan
H. Fred N o rth craft

Class of 1968
Dollars ........ ... ..... .... . $23 ,300
Participation ....... .... ...... r6%
Jam es M. Beck
Jam es D. Ellis
D avid A . Fischer
Ca rl P. Gilm ore
H arvey L. Kapl an
Paul T. Lyo n
D avid L. M cCoid
C. Patrick M cl arn ey
Jam es T. N ewso m
R o bert E. Northrip
John L. Olive r Jr.
Joyce M. Otten
G. Lane R o berts Jr.
David W. Russell
Ri ch ard G. Steele
Wallace J. Turn age Jr.

Class of 1969
Dollars .. .. ... ... .. .... ... .. $ 12,8 42
Participation ........... ...... 12%
C lifford H.Ahrens
Paul E . Kovacs
Tho m as L. Patten
Jo hn R . Sims
Jam es M . Smart J r.
B.Jill Steps
Kenn eth H . Suelchaus
R o bert B .Vining Jr.
A. Keith Weber

Class of 1970
Do!Jars ....... ...... ... ... .. $33 ,725
Parti cipation ................. 15 %
H oward M. Bushm an
Th o m as E. C ummings
Bernard Edelm an
R obert H . Grant
Willi am T. Lawri e
Jo hn C. M o ni ca
Jess L. Mu ell er
Jo hn B. R eni ck
C harles J. Schmelzer III
C raig A.Van Matre
C harl es R . Wall
Jam es H. Wesley 11

Class of 1971
D ollars .. ........ ... ... ... .. . s 5,925
Parti cipati o n ........... ...... 13 %
A. H owa rd C hamberl in
Stu art A. Cofn1an
T ho m as R . Corbett
K. Presto n D ea n 11
D ale C. D oerh off
Glen A . G lass
Steph en D. H oyne
D avid M . N isse nh o ltz
John R . Phillips
William J. R oberts
Mi chael J. Th o mpson
D avid C. Z ucker

Class of 1972
D ollars .......... ... ....... s20,900
Parti cipation ... .... .......... 14%
Ted D. Ayres
Edwa rd D. C hapin
D avid C. C hristi an
Jo hn C ondo n Cozad
R ac hel R. Eid elm an
Jam es C. E ngland
Thomas J. Frawley
R obert L. Langdon
John B. Lewis
Th o m as 0. M cCa rthy
Bruce M cC urry
Lloyd A . Pala ns
N elson B. Ri ch
R obert S. R ose nthal
Philip G. Smith
Ed w in J. Spi egel I II
Stephen L. Taylo r

Class of 1974
Dollars... ... .... ... ... ..... . $5,579
Participation ... .... .. ... ... .... 9%
Edward C. Bruntrager
John Thom as C lark
Ri chard J. Co llins
Arthur L. Co nove r
Forrest S. Fi tz R oy
R andall R . Jac kso n
Jam es H . Kelly
Rodn ey E. Loom er
Gary Leo M ayes
Abe R . Paul
C. Broo ks Woo d

D ollars .. .... ........ ... ... . $ 16,650
Participation .. ... ...... ...... JO%
Willi am F. Arn et
All an D. Barto n
L. C lay Barto n
M ark I. B ro nso n
Jam es E . C rowe Jr.
Elton W. Fay
Webb R . Gilm o re
PaulW King
Jo hn B. M o ntgo m ery
Ca ryl A . Po tter 11 1
Jack L. Simmons
R o bert Jam es Still ey Jr.
Joe F. Will erth

Class of 1977
Dollars .... .. .. ....... .. .. . $30,400
Parti cipatio n ...... .. .. .. ..... 1 I %
Ann K . Covin gto n
Lawrence G . C rahan
D ebo rah D ani els
William W. Fra ncis Jr.
C h arles Walter Ge rman
Willi am L. H all
Paul V. H erbe rs
G regory Lu zec ky
Teresa H. M artin
Jo hn M oo n
Terry D aley Schwa rtze
Terry W. Wi ese

Class of 1975
D ollars.... .... .. .. ... ... . s rnS,375
Participation ....... .... ... ... 1 8%
J oseph A. Ca mbi ano
F. Joe D el o ng 111
W. Mitchell Elli ott
Ann e W. Elsberry
Mi cha el E . Godar
D an a A. H ockensmith
Wil liam F. Ko eni gsdo rf
Edward M . M anrin g
Willi am T. M arks
W Dudley M cCa rter
M.Day Mill er
Steve n C. Parrish
Ly nd el H. Po rterfi eld
Bill L. Th ompso n
J. Mi chael Vaughan
John R . Weisenfe ls
Patricia L. Wilso n
Richard D.Woo ds

Class of 1976
Class of 1973

HONOR·ROLL

D ollars. ............ ... .... . s II , 772
Participation .. .. ......... .... 15%
R oge r M . Baro n
Steve n S. Bartels
Tho m as B . B ecker
Bruce H arty Bec kett
R oger E va ns Co mbs
Kenn eth D. D ea n
D ennis Edwa rd Ega n
Jam es W Erw in
Steve n E . Fab r
Jac k R . G rate Jr.
R obert M . H ell er
Amy R ehm Hind erer
H .William Hinderer
N ancy S. H o rto n
Th o m as R .Jayne
H. M artin Jay ne
G ary R . Lo ng
Joe L. M oseley
Terrence T. Sc hoe nin ge r
Garrett W. Walton
R o bert £ .Yo un g

Class of 1978
Dollars ... .. ..... ... ...... .. $ 14,7 32
Participation .. ....... ........ 10%
M erritt M . Beck 111
C raig S. Biesterfe ld
C. K. Casteel Jr.
Mi chael K . C ull y
Mi chae l W. H ann a
Kand ice K.J o hnso n
Sherrill L. R ose n
Karen M . See
Andrew B. See
Steph en D. Smith
Brian C. Und erwood
D enni s P. Wilso n

Class of 1979
Dollars .... ....... ...... .... .. s S, 31 8
Participation .... .. ..... .... .. 13 %
Wi ll iam L. Allinder
R o bert G . Bailey
L.J am es Band y
Ed ward L. Ca mpbe ll
Susa n G um C rigle r
D o uglas Y. C urran
Alan H arvey D eri ghc
N an cie Di vilbiss H awke
M ark A. Kenn edy
Ga rry L. Lew is
M ark P. M antova ni
G eorge E. Murray Ill
Lesli e A. Sc hn eid er
M ark A. Shank
H arold A. Walth er

Class of 1980
Dollars... ..... ........ ...... $3,625
Participation ........... ...... .. 8%
D avid C. Agee
C lark H . Co le
Paul ette Mu ell er Frazee
David H . G ibbon s
S C 11 0 0 L
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William K. Haas
Steph en G. N ewm an
Edward M. Pultz
J o hnny K. Richardson
Pau l J. Seele
Michael L.Yates

Class of 1981
Dollars ...................... $8,425
Participation .. ............... 13%
Suzanne M o dlin Flanegin
Jean E. Goldste in
Ronald L. H ack
Susan Pinio n H o lliday
Al W.Johnson
Kristi Lynne Kenney
John David Landwehr
Karen J olJy Miller
Timothy W. Monsees
J ack Robert Muench
Phillip S. Page
R. David Ray
Kevin C. Roberts
William R. Schlecht
Stephen H . Snead
H . Scott Summers
Alexander D. Tomaszczuk

Class of 1982
Dollars .................. .. .. $6,400
Participation ................... 7%
M ark Alan Bayles
Cathy J. Dean
Don M. Downing
Robin Van Winkle Foster
Paul M. M acon
Randa Rawlins
Carl E. Sc haeperkoetter
C harles E . Smarr
Jo hn Warshawsky

Class of 1983
Dollars ...................... s8,8oo
Participatio n ................. IO%
Robert R. Barton
David E.Bell
M ark V. Berndtson
Kare n Kraus Bill
J effrey A. Burns
Deanna Apperson Burns
Mi chael A. C lith ero
J effrey J. Comotto
E. Sidney Douglas III
J am es C hristian M o rrow
M ar y L. Rhod es Russell
Step hen T. Sh rage
Mareta J. Sn'lith
M ark Steven Wasinger
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Class of 1984
Dollars ... ................ .. $39,420
Participation .......... .... ..... 8%
Frank C. Brown
Sharon M. Busch
Brian D. Callih an
Keith W. Ferguson
Keith P Gray
J ohn J. Miller
WiUiam S. Ohlemeyer
Larry M. Schumaker
J ohn C. Su Ui van
Gary W Tappana
Eugene J. Twellman

Class of 1985
Dollars ...................... $1,250
Parti cipation .................. . 7%
Keith A. Cary
William M. Corrigan Jr.
J o hn A. Cow herd
Marilyn R. Gaeth
William Charles Love Jr.
Leslie Keith Rosenfeld
Andrew M. Solomon

Class of 1986
Dollars...................... $6,680
Participation .................... 3%
Melody Richardson Daily
Anita R. Estell
W Edward R eeves
Sarah E. Terrace

Class of 1987
Dollars ...... .. .. ........ .... $4,645
Participation ...... ........ .. ... 7%
R obert T. Ebert Jr.
Richard W Engel Jr.
Mark D. Grimm
Kevin M. Kercher
Brian E. McGovern
Vincent F. O'Flaherty
Joshua L. Schonfeld
Scott L. Templeton
T.JohnWise

Class of 1988
Dollars ....................... $7 , I 56
Partici pation ... ........ ...... 11 %
J o hn F. Appelquist
Lewis D. Barr
Bruce H . Bates
M ary M. Beck
Lisa Caps haw Cushin g
Mark J. E ichho lz
Pamela S. Lucken
Sondra B. Morgan

Laura E. Roy
Gregory J. Scott
Shannon A. Shy
Price A . Sloan
Ann E. Thompson
C. Bradley Tuck
C hri s N. Weiss

Class of 1989
Dollars .......... .......... .. $5,600
Participation ....... .. .......... 4%
Ronald F. Bunn
Carr ier
Thomas M. H arriso n
Lee C layton McMurray
Richard L. Saville Jr.

J. Ronald

Class of 1990
Dollars ..... .................... $975
Participation ............. ...... 7%
Lucinda A . Althauser
Eva M.Auman
Sharon O Jacobs
Katherine See McKee
Cynthia Dillard Parres
Paul F. Pautler Jr.
Anne M. Pautler
Robert M.Thompson
Gary D.Witt
Lana R . Woolsey

Class of 1991
Dollars ....... ........ .. ........ s960
Participation .. ... ........ ...... 6%
Scott M . Badanu
Gregory L. Barnes
Guy N. Brandt
Shari Weinman Crespy
J. Bradley Funk
Jayson B. Lenox
Rob ert L. Norton
Daniel J. Reed
David R. Sa ll ee
Todd C.Wilcox

Class of 1992
Doll ars ............. ... .... .. s 1,760
Parti cipation ......... .... ...... 9%
Scott E. Blair
Mary E. Carnahan
April Ann Daryanani
Jennifer C lifton Ferguson
Warren E. Harris
Cara L. H arri s
William K. H o lland
Kevin P. McDowe ll
Michael C. Phillips
Tamee V. Reese
Barbara S. Sch li chtman
Stuart K. Shaw
Nelson G. Wolff

Class of 1993
Dollars ...................... s5,520
Participation ..... ........ .. .... 6%
Michael William Atchison
Art Hinshaw
T ho m as McDonald Mingus Jr.
James Michae l Niemann
Harold B. Oakley
Victoria Lee Smith
Steven David Soden
Anthony Michael Totta

Class of 1994
Dollars ........ .............. $1,750
Participation ....... .... .. .. .... 5%
Michael Anthony Bickhaus
Anthony P atrick Farrell
Daniel Bruce Johnson
Cyntlua Lee Kuhlman
Brad Dean Kuhlman
Michael C raig Nathanson
Jason Slade Spillman

Class of 1995
Dollars .................. $ 1,350.00
Participation ... ................ 4%
Michael Nelson Chandler
M atthew Alan C le m ent
Thomas Gary Glick
Timothy William Van Ronzelen
Elizabeth H odge Weber
Raymond E . Wi lli am s

Class of 1996
Dollars ....................... $ I , 150
Participation ....... ............ 7%
Susan Wharton Bell
Marsha Blakemore Fischer
Kim K. Gibbens
Jaim e Roberto M endez
Amanda Bartlett Mook
Jill Allison Morris
David B lake Pearson
Melissa Katherine Sn'lith-Groff
Brian David Waller
R.ikki J ones Wright

Class of 1997
Dollars ...................... s5,400
Participation ................... 6%
Thomas C hri stian Albus
Bryan Charles Bacon
Reachel Ann Beichley
Morry Sea n Co le
Constance C handl er H eienickle
Avani K. Nayak
Douglas Michae l Worley

C o n t r

Class of 1998

Bradford B. Lea r
Jam es E . M ea dows
C ri sty R . M ea dows
Jam es M atthew Mill er
Amy M . O ' Keefe
Jennifer L. Peters
N atali e H o lden Riley
Jamil a A. Smi th C ha-Ju a
Dani el A. Statler
Lesli e T. To lliver
D avid T. Tunn ell
E mil y L. Woodward

Dollars ....... .. ... ........ .. ... 11791
Participation ........... ........ 3%
M ahalley Dawn All en
Joseph Lee H ensl ey
Aaro n D.J o nes
R ac hel Ann Wilson

Class of 1999
Dollars .... ... .. .... ....... ..... s 887
Participation ..... .. ... ....... .. 7%
Benj amin Kelly Byrd
Randy L. Cani s
Sea n Patri ck Clancy
Amy M ari e Crou ch
Ju stin M. D ean
Ca rl Mi chael Edwards Sr.
M o ndi Lee Ghasedi
Alan Jo hn H erzog
R ebecca Williams M cElduff
M eli ssa A. MutertThom as
Brya n Timothy Pratt
Stacey A. Turl ey
Le Anne Wiseman

Class of 2 000
Dollars ........... ....... ....... s633
Participation ........ ........... 5%
Ashl ey Thomson D ea n
Patri ck Joseph Horse fi eld
Su za nn e Holly Johnson
Jo hn Mi chael Limbau gh
Donn a L. Pavli ck (LLM )
Brian T. R abin ea u
Mary Ellen R eimund
Elena Maria Vega
Brett Andrew Williams

Class of 2 001
Dollars ... ...... ............ . s2 ,869
Participation ... ... .... ....... 20%
Robin D. B elcher
Jami L. Boyles
Lynn S. Brackm an
R eggie L. Breshears
Jeremy P Brummond
Joshu a R. Bulloc k
Ni cho las M. Burkemper
Lindsay E. C oh en
Tanya White Crom we ll
Thursto n K . Crom we ll
Aim ee D. D avenp o rt
Omar D. D avis
Ca rri e Susa nn Duff
Daphn e R ae H alderm an
M atth ew Philip Hamn er
Kelli L. Hopkin s
Jill S. Kingsbury
David M. Kurtz
Dou glas R. Lawlyes

b11t o r s

Jeffrey Jo hn Koc h
Jami e Jea n Lee
Linda D. Lo tt
Mi cha el Ward M cC rary
Kelly R enee M oyich
Bruce Vi et N guye n
Mary Cathryn R.au
Kimberly Jan Shi elds

2 004

Class of 2002
Dollars ...... ....... ...... .. . s 1,825
Parti cipation ......... ..... ... 15%
Adriana D. Adams
Stephan D awn Bell
R ya n R... Cox
M atth ew L. D am eron
Jennife r Kopp D am ero n
C harnette D. D o uglass
Brett A. E mi so n
Courtn ey L. G ree n
D ebra J. Gronewoll er
Kathl ee n S. H amilto n
G eoffrey W Joll ey
M elanie K . Kni es
Eri ca D. Koettin g
Ni ch olas Kriegel
Sally Sc ho eninger Kri egel
Jam es Kyle M cCurry
William F. N o rthrip
An gel J. Pa gan Cordero
C athi Kraetzer Pon ciroli
Blake J. Pryo r
Shari L. Ril ey
Samu el Jacob Sappingto n
G arrett S. Taylo r
M arc WVander Tui g
Jennifer R . VanderVee n

HONOR·ROLL
Aliso n R . Sim eo ne
George Swearin ge n Smith
Bryant M atth ew Struble
Manu el Tatayo n Jr.
Julia C atherin e Walker
Sarah Ad ele Wi ght
Jo hn L. Woo d
Scott D wayne Wright

Class 'Fund ~sults

Led by Julie A . H averly, '04, 2004 C lass Fund Steering C ommittee m embers asked eac h o f th eir classm ates co
m ake a gift or pl edge to th e Sc hool o f Law. Cl assm ates co uld
ch oose any area o f supp ort, w ith gift design ati o ns in cludin g sch o larships, student gro ups, fac ul ty resea rch and dispute
resoluti o n . Th e class raised s6, 775 in g ifts and pl edges, representin g a 41 percent parti cipati o n rate. Since 1989, third-yea r
students have rai sed alm ost s J 18,000 during th eir last sem ester of law school.
Th e fo ll owin g 2004 gradu ates m ade gifts or pledges to
th e ca mpaign. N am es w ith asteri sks indi ca te those wh o
served o n th e 2004 C lass Fund Stee rin g C ommittee.

* Th o m as L. Aza r
Kri sto ffer Boevin glo h
* J ennifer A. Bueler
Kerry R . Bush

* Alyso n M. C arrel
Greta E . C heney

* Jennifer A. C hi erek
*

M ark W. Lyons
Brett S. M ee ker

* M artin A. Mill er
Mi chael L. Miller
Jam es R. Morris

* M elissa R . Null
R obert L. Ortbals

Dustin G. Dunklee

* Keisha I. Patrick

J. C handler Gregg

* Karlla S. Philpot

Jaso n C. Grill

* Juli e A. H averl y

Andrew D. Po ppl ewe ll
Joshua M . R aaz

Class of 2 003

C hristopher R . H ayes

* Amber J. R edford

D ollars ... ........ ... ... .. ... sr ,992
Parti cipation ..... .... ....... . r8%

Mi chael). H eld

* Sarah J. Rodeman

M eli ssa Ann Atencio
Sheila Ra e Blayloc k
Raymond P Boza rth
R.eb ekah Eli za beth Bromberg
Co nnie J. Bur rows
Leecia D aw n Ca rn es
M atth ew Brandt C hamplin
Mi chae l Kenn eth D arnin g
Amanda R en ee G erh ardt
Jami e N . H anse n
D 'Onica N . H odgkin
M ary Ca th erine H oem ann
M atth ew All en H o ffi11 an
Steph en Jo hn Jasper
Kara D eo nn e K aylo r
0

* G. Ni cole Hinin ger
Sarah E. Kern er
M eli ssa A. Kin g

* D evin S. Kirby

* J3ridget Birkby R o m ero
Shaw n M. Scharenb org

* Th o mas L. Sch1nid
M yra T. Boneta

Darren E. Korte

N evada M. Smith

M ary Ko ttm eyer

Jennifer L. Thompso n

* Steve n M . Kretzer
Li se A . Kun z
Andrea L. Lockridge

R. ya n J. Warti ck

* Lauren K. We lborn
All en T. Z ugelter
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Leadership

C iJ t s

$ rno, ooo or niore

Lowell R. McCuskey

Glenda C. Esely

Robert E. Northrip

Gladys W. Evans

Thomas L. Patten

William B. Fisch

Harold B. Oakley

Estate ~(John A. Weiss Jr.

Caryl A. Potter m

David A. Fischer

Abe R. Paul

John K. Pruellage

Suzanne Modlin Flanegin

Philip G. Peters Jr.

$50,000 to $ 99,999

William E. Rulon

William W. Francis Jr.

Don K. Pettus

Altria Group, Inc.

William W. Shinn

Laurence M. Frazen

John R. Phillips

Steven C. Parrish

Southeast Missouri Lawyers

General Federation of

Fund

Women's Clubs of

Thompson Coburn

Missouri, Inc.

Randa Rawlins

David H. G ibbons

Bernard C. Rice

Maurice B. Graham

Paul Jackson R.ice

$ 1000 to $4999

David K. Hardy

William S. Ohlemeyer

William L. Allinder

Robert L. Hawkins Jr.

Estate of Dorothy A1111e
Roberts

Thomas E. Deacy Jr. Fund

William F. Arnet

Timothy J. Heinsz

Leo J. Rozier

of the Foundation of the

George E. Ashley

Susan Pinion Holliday

Larry M. Schumaker

American College of

Michael William Atchison

Nancy S. Horton

Andrew B. See

$ 25, 000 to $49,999
John K. Hulston

Brian C. Underwood

John Sublett Logan
Foundation

L. Clay Barton

Edward H. Hunvald Jr.

Karen M. See

Charles R. Wall

James M. Beck

Senniger, Powers, Leavitt &

Jean Gaddy Wilson

Bruce Harty Beckett

AJ W. Johnson
Maynard R . Johnson

Michael Anthony Bickhaus

Donald W.Jones

Katherine A. Sharp

$ 10,000 to $24,999

Craig S. Biesterfeld

Harvey L. Kaplan

Stewart W. Smith Jr.

Ann K. Covington

Black Law Students

Paul W. King

Steven David Soden

Trial Lawyers

Kenner & Kavanaugh, PC
Robert L. Langdon

Association
Blackwell Sanders Peper

Roedel

Paul E. Kovacs

l~ichard H. Spencer

Gustav J. Lehr Jr.

St. Louis Bar Foundation

SBC Foundation

Martin LLP

Gary R. Long

B. Jill Steps

Shelter Insurance

Karl W. Blanchard

Rodney E. Loomer

Kenneth H. Suelthaus

John G. Boyle

Henry T. Lowe

William F. Sutter

Companies Foundation
Shook, Hardy & Bacon

Isabelle McDonough Bram

W. DudJey McCarter

Sarah E. Terrace

Van Matre & Harrison, PC

Newton C. Brill Jr.

McCarthy, Leonard,

Bill L. Thompson

Mark I. Bronson

36

William H. Pittman
John D. Rahoy

Kaemmerer, Owen,

Turner Famj]y Foundation
Rodney J. Uphoff

$ 5000 to $9999

Edward C. Bruntrager

John F. Appelquist

Deanna Apperson Burns

David L. McCoid

Robert J. Virden

John Fox Arnold

Jeffrey A. Burns

C. Patrick McLarney

Julius F. Wall

David M. Beckerman

Edward L. Campbell

Larry L. McMullen

Garrett W. Walton

Frank C. Brown

Joseph Colagiovanni

Walter D. McQuie Jr.

John R. Weisenfels

Eugene G. Bushmann

Frank Conley

Missouri Business &

Gregory D. Willard

Edward D. Chapin

Robert E. Crist

Professional Women's

Montgomery L. Wilson

Morry Sean Cole

Deborah Daniels

Foundation, Inc.

T.John Wise

McGovern & Striler, LC

Lawrence G. Crahan

Charles E. Dapron

Nicholas M. Monaco

C. David Darnold

Cathy J. Dean

John C. Monica

Thomas E . Deacy Jr.

K. Preston Dean

Larry & Beth Dessem

Kenneth D. Dean

James D. Ellis

E . Sidney Douglas

Anita R. Estell

Don M. Downing

Walter L. Mulvania

Webb R. Gilmore

Robert T. Ebert Jr.

George E. Murray

Linda S. Legg

Anne W. Elsberry

James T. Newsom
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III

Fred J. Young Jr.

Timothy W. Monsees

$ 500 to $999

William V Morgan

Baird, Lightner, Millsap, &

James Christian Morrow

Kollar, PC

Richard A. Barton
III

Robert R. Barton
Bruce H . Bates

Leadersh

.....
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La Verne W Berry

Lawrence H. Pelofsky

Cullen Cline

Mary L. Rhodes Russell

Ronald M. Bushman

Walter Ray Phillips

Richard J. Collins

Jimmy Kent Riggins
Robert & Edith Young

efJames

R. David Ray

J. David

WThomas Coghill Jr.

W. Edward Reeves

Clark H. Cole

James R. Reinhard

John A. Cowherd
Michael K. Cully

Richard L. Saville Jr.

Jeffrey J. Comotto
William M. Corrigan Jr.

Johnny K. Richardson
Kevin C. Roberts

Thomas E. Cummings

Mark A. Shank

Douglas Y. Curran

Peter N. Davis

G. Lane Roberts Jr.
Sherrill L. Rosen

William L. Davis

Mareta J. Smith
Dennis W Smith

Robert F. Devoy

B. Kent Snapp

Carl E. Schaeperkoetter

Dennis Edward Egan

Stephen H. Snead

Richard W Engel Jr.

Terrence T. Schoeninger

Elton W. Fay

John C. Sullivan

James C. England

Paul J. Seele
Shannon A. Shy

Estate

E. Campbell

F.Joe DeLong Ill
W Mitchell Elliott

Collins

Forrest S. FitzRoy

Gary W Tappana
Stephen L. Taylor

Stephen D. Smith

Thomas J. Frawley
Patricia B. Fry

Beverly Faber

Victoria Lee Smith

J. Bradley

R. Wilson Freyermuth

Robert C. Smith

Marilyn R... Gaeth

James W. Erwin
Steven E. Faber

Family Foundation

Funk

Alexander D. Tomaszczuk
Robert B. Vining Jr.
Welzie W. Webb

Karen W Fries

Richard G. Steele

Kim K. Gibbens

Carol M. Wilhelm

Charles Walter German

Dorman L. Steeln1an

Jean E . Goldstein

Herbert C. Willbrand

Carl P Gilmore

F. L. Thompson

Gary D.Witt

Glen A. Glass

Michael J. Thompson

Jack R. Grate Jr.
Mark D. Grimm

Michael E. Godar

Eugene J. Twellman

William K. Haas

Fred L. Hall Jr.

J. Michael Vaughan

Sam F. Hamra

Harold A. Walther

Philip J. Harter
Robert M. Heller

Stephen F. Hanlon
Michael W. Hanna

A. Keith Weber

George A. Henry

Janie Ausburn Harmon
Amy Rehm Hinderer
H. William Hinderer
Dana A. Hockensm.ith
Mark A. Kennedy
Kristi Lynne Kenney

Raymond C. Lewis Jr.
Paul T. Lyon
Teresa H. Martin
Thomas 0. McCarthy
Bruce McCurry
James F. Menefee
James E. Miller
John J. Miller
Missouri Chapter American
Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers
Missouri Organization of
Defense Lawyers
Outstanding Lawyers of
America

James H. Wesley

II

Mark B. Hillis

James E. Westbrook
Dale A. Whitman

Steven Jamerson

Joe F. Willerth
Raymond E. Williams

Aaron D. Jones
William F. Koenigsdorf

Nelson G. Wolff
Women's Law Association

Floyd E. Lawson Jr.

$250 to $499
Adriana D. Adams
George V Aylward
L. James Bandy

Roger M. Baron
W. R€x Beavers
Mark V. Berndtson

H. Martin Jayne

Garry L. Lewis
Stephen N. Limbaugh Sr.
Brian E. McGovern
M. Day Miller
Sandford J. Miller
Thomas McDonald
Mingus Jr.
Jess L. Mueller
Jack Robert Muench

Karen Kraus Bill

John L. Oliver Jr.

Roger K. Boothe

Joyce M. Otten
Lloyd A. Palans

C. K. Casteel Jr.
Michelle Arnopol Cecil &

C. Brooks Wood

Edward M. Pultz
Robert Pushaw

Gregory A. Cecil
Michael Nelson Chandler

Tamee V Reese

Don Chapman Jr.

John B. Renick
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'Faculty and Staff
Douglas E. Abrams
Robert G. Bailey
Casey D. Baker
Royce D. Barondes
Mary M. Beck
Michelle Arnopol Cecil
Henry L. Chambers
Melody Richardson Daily
Deborah Daniels
Peter N. Davis
Kenneth D. Dean
R. Lawrence Dessem
Randy J. Diamond
Stephen D. Easton
David M. English
William B. Fisch
David A. Fischer
Suzanne Modlin Flanegin
R. Wilson Freyermuth
Patricia B. Fry
Tracy Z. Gonzalez
Janie Ausburn Harmon
Philip J. H arter
Timothy J. Heinsz
Art Hinshaw
Edward H. Hunvald Jr.
Kandice K. Johnson
llhyung Lee
Henry T. Lowe
John R. Mollenkamp
Donna L. Pavlick
Philip G. Peters Jr.
Huyen T. Pham
Walter Ray Phillips
Cheryl R. Poelling
Richard C. Reuben
Leonard L. Riskin
Rodney J. Uphoff
James E . Westbrook
Dale A. Whitman
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butors

'Friends
Michelle Ward Alvey
Wendell D. Anderson
Elinor M. Arendt
Tom Arms
Fred E. Arnold
Carolyn Banta
Diane J. Barnthouse
W H. Bert Bates
Doris J. Behrens
La Verne W Berry
Michael W Bishop
Charles W Blackwell
Craig C. Blumreich
John G. Boyle
Marcia J. Brackman
Dennis Brown
James G. Buell
Robert C. & Stevelyn L.
Buenger
J. Fletcher Burge
Bonnie Burnam
Billy & Beverly Butler
Gerard T. & Suzanne T.
Carmody
Ralph Caruso
Gerald & H elen Cecil
Gregory A. Cecil
Toni M. Charlton
Joseph Colagiovanni
Catherin e C. Dail
Niwar C Davis
Beth Dessem
Marilyn J. Deverman
H. Denny Donnell Jr.
Edward T. Downes
Glenda C. Esely
Gladys W Evans
Beverly Faber
David M. Fedder
Marcia Aaron Field

Laurence M. Frazen
Karen W Fries
Shirley P Gaines
Dorothy Gibbs
Christopher P Guthrie
Elbert Haenssler
Robert Hall
John & Margaret Haug
Dennis Hensley
Mark B. Hillis
Ira & Gail Hubbell
Carmetta Jackson
Steven Jamerson
Craig D. Jeffrey
Thornton D. Jenkins
Jack C. Jensen
Janet Yvonne Johnson
Elisabeth E. Key
Mary Ann Knight
Steven D. & Deborah C.
Korenblat
Ann E. Krumm
James H . & Barbara L. Lale
Linda S. Legg
Harold Lieurance
John V Lansberg
John A. Madison
Donna Maria Majeske
Donald E. Marshall
Harding W & Helen C.
Ma>,.'vvell
Denis P. McCusker
James H. McDonald
Roberta McK.iddy
John & Laura Meyer
Cleveland R. Mooney
Hollis W & Vivian A. Moss
Susan Jones Muenks
Daniel C. Nester
James L. & Lisa W Nauss
Donald E . & Paula Pace
William H. Pittman

Robert Pushaw
James S. Reed
Jimmy Kent Riggins
Estate ef Dorothy A1111e
Roberts
Marie H. Ross
Katherine A. Sharp
David S. & Barbara E.
Slav kin
Robert L. Sweney
Richard B. Teitelman
Heidi Crist Templeton
Robert M. Thompson
William R. Thomson
H. Hall Trice
Melvin L. Twaddle
Bart D. Wall
Thomas C. & Joyce M.
Walsh
Henry E. Warren
Clairl C. Wayman
Maggie P. Webb
Carol M. Wilhelm
Gregory D. Willard
Jean Gaddy Wilson
Carrie Winn
Larry L. Zahnd

Contr

Organization Contributors

butors

HONOR·ROLL

o'Jl'latching Organizations

American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
Altria Group, Inc.
Baird, Lightner, Millsap, & Kollar, PC
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
Bank Midwest
General Electric Foundation
Black Law Students Association
IBM Corp.
Blackwell Sanders Peper Martin LLP
Nationwide Insurance Foundation
Capital Trust Company of Delaware
SBC Foundation
Chaney & McCurry LLP
Shelter In surance Companies Foundation
Conway & Blanck, LC
Shook, Hardy & Bacon
Exchange Bank
Wells Fargo Foundation
First National Bank and Trust Company
Friends of Marvin Jones
Gehrt and Roberts, Chartered
General Federation ofWomen's Clubs of Missouri, Inc.
Holden Abstract Co.
John Sublett Logan Foundation
Kenner & Kavanaugh, PC
McCarthy, Leonard, Kaemmerer, Owen, McGovern & Striler, LC
Midwest Bank
Missouri Business & Professional Women's Foundation, Inc.
Missouri Chapter American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
Missouri Organization of Defense Lawyers
Outstanding Lawyers of America
Public Service Commission
Robert & Edith Young Family Foundation
Senniger, Powers, Leavitt & Roedel
Shelter Insurance Companies Foundation
Shook, Hardy & Bacon
Southeast Missouri Lawyers Fund
St. Louis Bar Foundation
The Homer VanHoozer Family
Thomas E. Deacy Jr. Fund of the Foundation of the American
College of Trial Lawyers
Thompson Coburn
Turner Family Foundation
UMB Bank,NA
Van Matre & Harrison, PC
Wayland-Blaylock & Associates, Inc.
Women's Law Association
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Have you visited
www.law.missouri.edu lately?
Check us out and see what you're missing!
g
e Southeastern Association of Law Schools' Annual
Meeting in Kiawah Island, S.C. The paper
critiques the approaches antitrust scholars
have proposed for evaluating "price bundling" and proposes an alternative evaluative approach. In February, Lambert served
as a commentator during the School of
Law symposium Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Fear and Risk in Times of Democratic Crisis.

HOME
Calendar of events, general infirmat1on, location ana
parking for Hulston Hall . )',
ADMISSIONS
Applications for JD and LLM prog~
School of Law, Ask a Student " CURRENT STUDENTS
External scholarship information_~
CAREER SERVICES
Job listings, on-campus interviews, emP.loyment statistics,
calendar of events
.··i.
FACULTY
Directory of faculty, publication'
s:
" :~.

·??-

LIBRARY AND COMPUTING
Research to?ls, library and compu~i.Dg.~
research guide

ALUMNI
Alumni directory, TRANSCRIPT archive,:caleridariif events
'"

FOR ALL WE CALL MIZZOU
COMPREHENSIVE CAMPAIGN
Reasons to give, ways to give, gift~
CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
Calendar of events, relevant lin_~s·,
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AI umn
1930s
S.Victor
Tipton, '37, of
Maitland, Fla. ,
was honored as a
50-year member
of The Florida
Bar in 2003. He
practiced law in
Orange County,
Fla., from 1954
to 1989, when
he retired to
serve full time as editor-in-chief of the
Academy ef Florida Trial Lawyers Jou ma/, a
monthly legal publication he started in
1961. During the '6os, Tipton held every
office in the academy. He wrote numerous
articles in both legal and non-legal publications and was a weekly talk show host
on a local television station from 1982 to
1987. In 1993, he received the academy's
lifetime achievement award, and in 2001,
he received its highest honor, the Perry
Nichols Award. Currently Tipton serves
as the J ournal's contributor, columnist and
eilitor ern.eritus.

1940s
Class of'49, mark your

N o t e s

groups including the Board of Directors ofBradley County (Ark.) Industrial
Development Corporation , the Warren
Airport Corn.mission, the YMCA Foundation, the Southeast Arkansas Community Based Education Center and the
Arkansas Community Foundation. His
professional service includes president of
the Arkansas Bar Foundation, terms in the
Arkansas Bar Association's House of Delegates and Board of Governors, the Board
of Directors of the Arkansas Institute for
Continuing Legal Education, chair of the
Jurisprudence and Law Reform Committee, editor of the Arkansas Form Book
(1998) , member of the American Bar
Foundation and International Association
of Defense Counsel, and author of three
books on Arkansas corporations. He is
married to the former Jeanne Cavin. They
have two sons, both physicians, and five
grandchildren.
Bill D. Burlison, '56, of Crofton, Md.,
served as Master of Ceremonies at the
Annual Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner of
the Anne Arundel County (Md.) Democratic Central Committee. He is a member of the Anne Arundel County Council
and was formerly prosecuting attorney in
Cape Girardeau County, Mo., and U.S.
Representative from Missouri.

calendars now for reunion weekend
2004 from November 19 to 20!

1950s

John A. Borron Jr., '57, retired from the
bench July 31, 2003 . He is now engaged
in the practice oflaw as a consultant,
mediator and expert witness in probate
and trust matters.

1960s
Classes of '64 and '69, mark your
calendars now for reunion weekend
2004 from November 19 to 20!
Morton I. Golder, '63,j oined Thompson Coburn in St. Louis as of counsel in
the firm's Transportation and Bankruptcy
practice. He was previously general counsel for UniGroup, lnc., the parent company of United Van Lines and Mayflower
Transit.
Newton C . Brill Jr., '64, was elected to
the Board of Governors of The Missouri
Bar. He is a member of Brill, Moore &
Wagoner in West Plains, Mo.
Wade H. "Hamp" Ford, '64, received
the Ben Ely Jr. Defense Lawyer Award
from the Missouri Organization of
Defense Lawyers. He practices with Ford,
Parshall & Baker in Columbia.
William F.James, '64, practices with
the St. Louis firm ofWuestling & James,
which is one of only eight Missouri
members of The International Society of Prim.ems Law Firms. Prim.ems is
a nationwide alliance of law firms that
adheres to the highest standards of integrity, excellence of work product, reasonable fees, continuing education , civility
to the bench and bar, and conununity
service.

Classes of' 54 and '59, mark your
calendars now for reunion weekend
2004 from November 19 to 20!

H . Murray Claycomb, '55, served as
president of the Arkansas Bar Association from 2002 to 2003. He is a partner at
Haley, Claycomb, Roper & Anderson in
Warren,Ark., where he has practiced for
30 years, specializing in corporate, probate
work and estate planning. His work in his
community includes serving as president
of the board of the local YMCA, president of the Rotary Club, and work with

Sam F. Hamra,
'59, welcomed
grandson
Andrew Carlos
Mesa on August
26. Andrew is the
son of Jacqueline K. Hamra,
'96, and her
husband, Carlos
Mesa.

John K. Norman, '64, was appointed
Chairman of the Alaska Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission by Gov. Frank
Murkowski. Since 1971 , he has practiced
with Hartig Rhodes Hoge & Lekisch in
Anchorage. Previously, he served as assistant attorney general with Alaska's natural resources section and an exploration
representative for Skelly Oil in Alaska and
Texas.
H. Dee Wampler III, '65, was awarded
the Charles Shaw Trial Advocacy Award
by the Missouri Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers at its annual meeting in
St. Louis.
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G. Bernard Esser III, '67, was profil ed
in the Columbia Daily Tribu ne's busin ess
section on Feb. 2 r , in an article titl ed
" Interests Lead Econo mist Aro und th e
Wo rld." Esser has degrees in m edi cin e and
econo mics, in additio n to his law degree,
and has worked as an assistant prosec utor,
physician and corp orate executi ve.

Rob ert W. McKinley, '69, was reappointed to serve on the Missouri Supreme
Court C ivil Rul es Committee. T his is his
fo urth term wi th the committee since
1990. M cKinley prac tices with Lath ro p &
Gage in Kansas C ity, M o., where he concentrates o n labor and employment, real
estate and fi nancial institutions law.

Clifford S. Brown, '68, was the speaker
at a seminar abo ut draftin g estate planning
documents in Kansas City and St. Lo uis
and a moderator at the Fratcher Estates
and Trusts Symposium in Columbia.
H e is a shareholder of Carnahan, Eva ns,
Ca ntwell & Brown in Springfield , M o.

Kenneth H .
Suelthaus, '69,
of St. Louis, formerly chairman
of the Suelthaus
Law Firm,
announces
that his firm
merged with
Polsin elli Shalton
& Welte on June
r . The merger
crea ted a 200-attorney prac tice stretching across Missouri and into Illinois and
Kansas, with 75 atto rneys in the greater St.
Lo uis area. The merged firm is known as
Polsinelli Shal to n Welte Su elthaus PC and
intends to provide a spectrum of high-level
services, with significant added depth for
clients in the health care, biosciences, intellectual property, not-for- profit, products
liability defense and insurance regulatory
areas. Suelthaus serves as Vice C hairman of
the firm .

H arvey L. Kaplan, '68, co- authored
two chapters - "Dru g Ad ve rtising and
the Learned Intermediary D octrine" and
" U SA " - with Jon A. Strongman for Th e
International Co mparative Legal Guide to
Pharmaceutical A dvertising 2 004. Th e guide
offers a prac tical insight to cross-bord er
pharmace utical advertising wo rk . Kaplan
chairs the Pharmaceutical and M edical D evice Litigation Divisio n of Shook,
H ardy & Baco n in Kansas C ity, M o.
C. Patrick McLarney, '68, was listed in
Ingram 's magazine's "Kansas C ity's M ost
Exceptional People," based on his contributio ns to the community. M cLarney's
con tributio ns include helping begin a
fundraising program fo r Legal Services of
Western Missouri , helping set up a justice
center that offers legal services and a technology center that provides trai ning fo r
the indigent, and serving o n the boards of
the University of Missouri- Kansas C ity,
the Art Institute, Benedictine Coll ege and
th e G reater Downtown D evelopm ent
Authority.
D avid W. Ru ssell, '68, j oined the Kansas C ity, Mo. , fi rm of King H ershey and
heads th e firm 's litigation departm ent.
H e is a for mer Clay Coun ty (M o.) circu it judge and a former president of th e
N atio nal Association of C riminal Defense
Lawyers.
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1970s
Classes of '74 and '79, mark your
calendars now for reunion weekend
2004 from November 19 to 20!

John R . Phillips, '71, received a 2004
KC Legal Leaders of th e Year Award from
The Daily R ecord . R ecipi ents we re chosen
by a panel of th eir peers fo r their outstanding co ntributi ons to both the legal
conrnmni ty and th e community at large.
Paul L. Wickens, '71, of th e law firm
of Foland , Wickens, Eisfelder, R oper &
H ofer in Kansas C ity, M o., was elected a
Fell ow of the Am erican Bar Foundatio n.

T he Fell ows is an ho no rary orga ni zatio n
of practicing attorn eys, judges and law
teac hers whose professional , publi c and
pri va te careers have demonstrated o utstanding dedication to the welfa re of th eir
co nrn1uniti es an d to th e highest prin ciples
of th e legal profession.
Lloyd A . Palans, '72, is a partn er with
Brya n Cave in Sc. Louis. He is a Fellow of
th e American College of Bankruptcy and
has served on th e adjun ct facu lty of the
Was hington University School of Law fo r
the past 15 years.
D avidW.
Ansley, '73, was
appointed to th e
Misso uri Southern State Uni ve rsity-J oplin
Board of Governors by Gov.
Bob Holden. H e
has also become
a Fellow of
th e Am eri ca n
College of Trial Lawyers, w hich is composed of the best of the trial bar fro m the
United States and Canada. Fellowship is
extended by invitation o nly and o nl y after
careful investigation to those experi enced
trial lawye rs who have mastered the art of
advocacy and whose professio nal careers
have been marked by the highest standards of ethical conduct, professio nalism ,
civili ty and collegiality. M embershi p does
no t exceed o ne percent of the total lawye r
po pu latio n of any state or province. Ansley is a partner of Hall , Ansley, R odgers &
Condry in Springfield , Mo.
Keith A. Birkes, '73 , received the Bolto n
Awa rd fo r P rofessional Excellence from
the N atio nal Association of Bar Executi ves (N AB E) at the gro up 's 2004 annual
m eeting in Atlanta. The awa rd is give n to
an individual w ho demonstrates service
within NABE generaJl y; professio nalism ;
wa rmth , fri endliness and camaraderie;
cooperative effort o n behalf of NAB E o r

A I u mn
individual members thereof;
congeniality;
humanitarianism; character;
improvements in
the administration of justice;
and service to
the legal profession. Birkes
has been a staff
member of The Missouri Bar for 29 years
and executive director since 1986.
Robert J. Blackwell, '73, was elected
president of the St. Charles County Bar
Association for 2004. H e practices with
Blackwell & Associates in O'Fallon, Mo.
Robert D. Blitz, '73, was appo inted to
the St. Louis Regional Convention and
Sports Complex Authority, which oversees financing, design and constru ction
of the domed stadium/ convention center
expansion in accordance with state statute,
by-laws and bond indentures, by Gov. Bob
Holden . Blitz is a member of the C layton,
Mo., firm of Blitz Bardgett & Deutsch.
Richard C. Bresnahan, '73, of St. Louis,
was appointed as circuit judge for the 21st
Judicial Circuit by Gov. Bob H olden. H e
has been in private practice since 1973
and received the St. Louis County Board
Association's Distinguished Service Award
in 2002.
Robert D. Hawthorne, '73, was
appointed to the Colorado Court of
Appeals by Gov. Bill Owens. Hawthorne,
of Limon, Colo., maintains a private law
practice which focuses on civil and crimjnal litigation and transactional business
matters. He was previously an assistant
district attorney in Missouri.
Paul W. King, '73, received the College Service Award, which is presented
by Central Methodist University in Fayette, Mo., in recognition of"exceptional,
extensive and extraordinary" service over

N o t e s

a period of
years. Recipients
are chosen from
candidates nominated by the
alumni, faculty,
staff and friends
of the university.
King received
his undergraduate degree cum
laude in business administration from the university in
1968. He is founder and senior partner of
King & Dade in Springfield, Mo., which
represents management clients in the field
of labor and employment relations law.
C. Ronald Baird, '74, was reelected to
The Missouri Bar Board of Governors.
He practices w ith Baird, Lightner, Millsap
& Kollar in Springfield, Mo.
Rudy D. Beck, '74, was elected to the
board of directors of the Missouri C hapter of the National Academy of Elder
Law Attorneys. He practices at the firm
of Rudy D. Beck,Attorney at Law, in St.
C harles, Mo.

W. Dudley
Mccarter,
'75, received
the 2004 Geyer
Public Service Award for
his efforts on
behalf of higher
education
and MU.The
MU Alumni
Association's
Legislative Information Network Committee presents the award annually to one
state-elected official and one citizen who
exemplify the dedication and spirit of
Henry Geyer, a former state representative w ho introduced a bill to establish the
University in 1839. McCarter practices
with Behr, McCarter & Potter in C layton,
Mo. H e is a former president of both The
Missouri Bar and the St. Louis County
Bar Association, and served as chair of
The C hildren's Trust Fund, the Missouri Foundation for Prevention of C hild
Abuse. He and his wife, Beth, a C layton
attorney, live in Creve Coeur, Mo., with
their children, Katherine, Libby and Emily.

Ben K. Upp, '74, is of counsel at Turner,
Reid, Duncan, Loomer & Patton in
Springfield , Mo. He specializes in insurance defense and business litigation.

Timothy J. Murphy, '75, was elected as
a member of the board of directors of the
Missouri Chapter of the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys. He practices with the firm of Murphy & Tobin in
Kansas C ity, Mo.

Michael B. Watkins, '74, opened a new
office in O'Fallon, Mo. The general practice firm is located in WingHaven Center,
three miles south of 1-70 and 1.5 miles
north of Highway 40.

Jack R. Grate Jr., '76, of Kansas City,
Mo., was appointed C ircuit Judge for the
16th.Judicial Circuit by Gov. Bob Holden.

Betty K. Wilson, '74, was appointed
chair of the Missouri Arts Council Board
by Gov. Bob Holden.The board provides
direction in policy making and programmatic oversight to the state's grant-makjng
agency for the arts. Wilson is a partner at
the Colwnbia firm of O liver, Walker and
Wilson.

John W. Kurtz, '76, received a 2004 KC
Legal Leaders of the Year Award from The
Daily Record. Recipients were chosen by a
panel of their peers for their outstanding
contributions to both the legal community and the commun ity at large.
Robert B. Lee, '76, was featured in the
"Lawyers as Good Neighbors" column
of the July 2004 issue of The Missouri Bar
B11/letin. Lee, a partner with the firn1 of
Warten, Fisher, Lee & Brown in Joplin,
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Mo., is a community leader in the area of
education, working through the school
board and local civic organizations to provide a supportive environment in which
children can excel.

Ann K. Covington, '77, was invited to
join the National Center for State Courts'
Lawyers Committee, which consists of
20 prominent practicing attor neys from
across the United States working in a
leadership capacity to improve the state
judiciary system. She is a partner of Bryan
Cave in St. Louis.
Deborah Daniels, '77, is C hief Counsel
of the Criminal Division of the Missouri
Attorney General's office.
William W. Francis Jr., '77, was elected
to the Board of Governors of the Missouri Association of Trial Attorneys at its
annual convention in Lake Ozark, Mo.
H e is a member of Placzek & Francis in
Springfield, Mo.
Michael W. Bradley, '78, was appointed
as Carroll County, Mo.,Associate C ircuit
Judge for the 8th Judicial C ircuit by Gov.
Bob Holden. He was formerly an assistant attorney general and chief co unsel
of the Consumer Protection Division for
the State of Missouri and Carroll County
prosecuting attorney.
Richard W. French, '78, transferred
from the Troy, Mo., Public Defender's
Office to the Jefferso n City, Mo., Public
Defender's Office.
Thomas L. Sodergren, '78, received
the Mothers Against Drunk Driving Misso uri Top Judicial Award for 2003 . H e
is an associate circuit judge for the 19th
Judicial Circuit in Cole County, Mo.
Linda K. Thomas, '78, serves as past
president of the Springfield Metropolitan
Bar Association.
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Jeffrey A. Brimer, '79, was named to
the 2004 edition of An I11temational Who's
Who ef Franchise Lawyers. He practices in
the Denver office of Snell & Wilmer.
Richard E. McLeod, '79, was elected to
the Board of Governors of the Missouri
Association of Trial Attorneys at its annual
convention in Lake Ozark, Mo. He is a
member of McLeod, Nash & Franciskato
in Kansas City, Mo.
Gerard T. Noce, '79,joined Burroughs
Hepler Broom MacDonald Hebrank and
True as a partner. The firm has offices in
St. Louis and Edwardsville, Ill.

1980s
Classes of '84 and '89, mark your
calendars now for reunion weekend
2004 from November 19 to 20!

Ralph J. Haslag, 'So, was profiled in the
"Lawyers as Good Neighbors" section of
the May 2004 issue of The Missouri Bar
Bulletin. H e was featured primarily for
his work in creating Mediation Achieving
Results for Children (MARCH), a nonprofit organization that offers mediation
as an alternative to the courtroom in cases
that involve visitation, custody, child support and other disputes between parents.
Haslag has been an associate circuit judge
in Phelps Co unty, Mo., since 1991.
H. Morley Swingle, 'So, and his colleagues at the Cape Girardea u County
(Mo.) Prosecuting Attorney's Office
received the Mothers Against Drunk
Driving Missouri Top DWI Prosecutor's
Award for 2003 . Swingle is the Prosecuting Attorney for Cape Girardea u County.
Mary E. Nelson, '81, received an
Emerging Leader Award for 2004 from
the Coro Leadership Center-St. Louis at
its annual Thomas Latzer Dinner on May
20 . She is principal of the Law Offices of
Mary E. Nelson in St. Louis .

Jan Robey
Alonzo, '82,
was named general counsel of
UniGroup Inc.,
the parent company of United
Van Lines,
Mayflower
Transit and
other transportation-related
companies. Previously, Alonzo served as
Bank and Finance Group Vice Chairman of Thompson Coburn in St. Louis,
w here she served for 20 years, 15 of those
as partner.
Don M. Downing, '82, joined the
plaintiff firm of Gray, Ritter & Graham
in St. Louis as principal. He was formerly
a corporate defense attorney with Stinson Morrison H ecker and served as chief
deputy attorney general for Missouri from
1993 to 1995.
Alvin W. Rohrs, '82, was featured in the
Southwest Baptist University Students in
Free Enterprise's (S I FE) " [ Love America!" day on March 31. A special dedication service in honor of Rohrs took
place in the Gene Taylor National Free
Enterprise Center, home to the World
SlFE Headquarters from 1982 to 1989.
The ceremony formall y dedicated the
graduate st1.1dies area of the building as the
Alvin Rohrs Center for Free Enterprise.
Rohrs, who is president and chief executive officer of SIFE Inc., was involved
with SlFE as an undergraduate student
at Southwest Baptist University in Bolivar, Mo. During Rohrs' time with SlFE,
the organization has grown from 18 universities with SIFE teams in the United
States to more than 1,400 universities in
33 countries .
Nancy E. Kenner, '83, received the
2004 Congenial Counselor Award from
the Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association. Recipients, who are selected by
their peers, exemplify professional gallantry, peacemaking, harmony and friendship.

AI umn
James A. Montee, '83, was elected to
the Board of Governors of the Missouri
Association of Trial Attorneys at its annual
convention in Lake O za rk, Mo. H e is a
member of the Montee Law Firm in St.
Joseph, M o.

No t e s

land Park, Kan. H e previously served as
di vision counsel for th e Energy Services
Division.
Peggy A. Headley, '86, opened her own
appellate practice in Truckee, Calif.

Kimberly J. Shaw, '89, is a partner in
th e Columbia firm of Cline & D ykhouse.

1990s
Classes of'94 and '99, mark your
calendars now for reunion weekend

Peter M. Maginot, '84,j oined Lathrop & Gage as of counsel in the St. Louis
office. H e co ncentrates his practice in
toxic torts, asbestos defense, produ cts liability defense and insurance defense. Previously he practiced with H eyl, Royster,
Voelker & Allen in Edwardsville, JIJ .
Barbara A. Braznell, '85, was elected
president of the Missouri Chapter of th e
National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys
for 2004-2005. She practices with Carriage House Law Offi ce in St.Joseph, M o.
Jeffrey K. Fischer, '85, joined the Pri cewaterhouseCoopers State and Local Tax
consulting group in Irvine, Calif. H e
assists primarily with sales an d use tax
issues. H e was previously a director with
Enron in Houston, Texas .
Robert J. Brundage, '86, rejoined the
Jefferson City, Mo. , firm of N ewman,
Contley & Ruth after serving as Assistant Gen eral Counsel for Environmental
Affairs with Premium Standard Farms.
John J. Campbell, '86, is a shareholder
of H aines & Campbell in D enver. H e
practices in th e areas of elder law, probate,
estate planning, public benefit planning,
guardianships and conservatorships.
William A. Frerking, '86, is Vice
President and General Counsel of Koch
Cellulose, a pulp and paper busin ess
headquartered in Brunswick, Ga. In this
capacity, he has responsibiliti es for legal,
compliance and publi c sector. Frerkin g
and his family live on St. Simons Island,
Ga.
Robert H. Gardner, '86, was named
division counsel for The Enterprise Consulting Division of Black &Veatch Corp.
for their headquarters located in Over-

Susan Ford Robertson, '86, was elected
president of the Misso uri Organization of
D efense Lawyers. She practices with Ford,
Parshall & Baker in Columbia.
Sherry L. Doctorian, '87, was reelected
to The Misso uri Bar Board of Governors.
She is a partner in the Jefferson City, Mo.,
office of Armstron g Teasdale.
Kevin M. Kercher, '87, is a partner
at Blackwell Sanders Peper Martin in
St. Louis. H e joined the firm's corporate
department in th e area of intellectual
property as of counsel in 2001.
Craig A. Smith, '87, practi ces with
The Styron Law Firm in Ozark, Mo. H e
was previously the staff attorn ey for the
Southern District, Missouri Court of
Appeals.
Steven E. Lewis, '88, of the St. Louis
City Public D efender's Office, transfe rred
to the Commitment Defense Unit in St.
Louis County.
Thomas E. Marshall, '88, practi ces
w ith the Columbia (Mo.) Capital Public
Defender's Offi ce.
Cindy Deiters Mize, '88, and her husband, Robert, announce th e birth of their
son, William Joseph , on Feb. 16, in Memphis, Tenn.
Lee J. Viorel, '88, is president-elect of
the Springfi eld (Mo.) M etropolitan Bar
Association.
James R. Bowlin, '89, was elected president of th e St. Louis C hapter of the Association of Corporate Counsel for 2004.
H e is general counsel for the American
Association of Orthodontists in St. Louis.

2004 from November 19 to 20!

Joel E. Anderson, '90, is an assistant
publi c defender in Hillsboro, Mo.
Kenneth B.Jacob, '90, was appointed
C hair of th e Missouri Labor and Industrial R elations Commission by Gov. Bob
H olden. The commission is a three-member panel that hea rs appeals of decisions
and awards in a variety of cases, in cluding
workers' compensation and un empl oyment co mpensation cases .Jacob was previously a Missouri State Senator.
Carol Pierce
Olson, '90, was
named director
of the Nashville o ffi ce of
Counsel on Ca!J,
which provides
law firms and
corporate cli ents
with top-level
legal talent on
an as- needed
basis. Olson brings over four yea rs of asset
forfeiture legal experience to Counsel on
Ca!J. Pri or to joining the company, she
worked with Orion Internatio nal as Legal
Consultant and Sales Consultant and
practiced with th e U.S. Attorney's Office
in th e Middl e Distri ct of Tenn essee as an
asset forfeiture attorney in th e Civil Division.
Geoffrey W. Preckshot, '90, is in private
practice. His offi ce is located at Suite 410,
Guitar Buildin g, 28 N. Eighth St., Columbia , MO 65201.The phone and
fax numbers are (573) 449-2411 and
(573) 442-9804, respectively. H e is a former assistant prosecutor for Callaway
County, Mo.
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A I u m n
Mavis T.
Thompson,
'90, received
the Citation of
M erit award
from MU's Sinclair School of
Nursing and the
Nursing Alumni
Organization
at the school's
annual banquet
on April 30.
Thompson was recogni zed for demo nstrating outstanding achievement in the
nursing field and for her con tinu o us support of the school. She is a m ember of
the health law practice gro up at Sandberg,
Phoenix & vo n Gontard in St. Louis, and
also works part time as an OB / GYN
nurse at DePaul Hospital in St. Louis.
Neal M. Tasch,
'91,join ed
UMB Bank in
Kansas City,
Mo. , as vice
president in the
bank's Trust and
Wealth Management Group.

Kathryn N. Benson, '92, resigned as the
Boon e County district public defender to
enter private practice.
Daniel K. Knight, '92, was appointed
to the Board of Directors of the Voluntary
Action Center in Columbia.
Michael T.
Kokal, '92,
is a partner in
H eyl, Roys ter,
Voelker & All en
in Edwardsville,
Ill. H e has been
with the firm
sin ce 2000 and
concentrates his
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practice in professio nal liability, including
th e defense of physicians, architects, engineers and lawyers; produ cts liability; and
complex tort and commercial litigation .
Stephen P. Niemira, '92,joined Sandberg, Phoeni x & von Gontard in St. Louis
as a shareholder. H e practices in the firm 's
Business Liti gati o n Group in the areas of
comm ercial liti gation, insurance law and
maritim e law.
William W. Ranard, '92, is the managing attorney for the C hicago-based
law firm of Cassiday, Schade & Gloor in
Ro ckford, []J.
Nelson G. Wolff, '92, was elected to the
Board of Governors of the Missouri Association of Trial Attorneys at its annual
convention in Lake O za rk, Mo. H e practices with Schli chter Bogard & D enton in
St. Louis.
Art Hinshaw,
'93, LLM 'oo, is
Director of the
Lodestar Mediatio n Clinic and
Associate Clinical Professor at
Arizo na State
University College of Law in
Tempe. In this
capacity, he
coordinates th e law school's alternative
dispute resolution efforts. Previously, Hinshaw served as Director of the Campus
M ediation Service, Director of Training
Programs for the Center for the Study of
Dispute R esolution and Adjunct Professor
of Law at the MU School of Law.
David M. Israelite, '93, was named
chairman of a newly-c reated Intellectual
Property Task Force by U.S. Attorney
General John Ashcroft. The task force's
role is to exa mine all aspects of how the
U.S. Department of Justi ce handles intellectual property issues and develop recommendations for future ac tivity. "The

Task Force will
determin e how
best to meet
the evolvin g
chall enges that
law enfo rcement faces in
the intell ectual
property area,"
Israelite said.
H e is deputy
chi ef of staff and
co unselor co Attorney General Ashcroft.
Timothy C. Bickham, '94, joined
Steptoe & Johnson as special counsel in
the firm 's Washington, D.C., office. H e
is a m ember of the Intellectual Property
Group and focuses his prac tice o n litigatin g patents, trademarks and copyri ghts.
Michael K. Hamra, '94, was promoted
co President and Chief Operating Offi cer
of C hi cago Bread LLC , which has 24
Panera Bread Bakery Cafes in the C hicago area, and Boston Bread LLC, w hich
has r2 Panera Bread Bakery Cafes in
the Bosto n area . H e previously served as
Vi ce President and General Counsel of
H amra Enterprises and Operations Partner of Boston Bread LL C, wh ere he also
supervised and oversaw site selection and
constru ction of the Panera Bread Bakery
Cafes in Chicago and Boston.
Bradley D. Kuhlman, '94, received the
2004 Thomas J. Conway Award fro m the
Kansas C ity Metropolitan Bar Association . The awa rd was instituted in 1997
to honor yo unger trial lawyers without regard to artificial age requirements.
R ecipients must exemplify outstandin g trial skills and the abi li ty co be fi erce
advocates and good fri ends to opposing
co unsel at the same tim e. Kuhlman practi ces with Evans & Kuhlman in Kansas
C ity, Mo.
Michelle L. Monahan, '94, of the St.
Louis County Public Defender's Office,
transferred to the Commitment Defense
Unit in St. Louis County.

AI umn
Suzanne J.
Prather, '94,
was named
Lead Bankruptcy Attorney
at the Kansas
City, Mo., firm
of Northland
Legal. She limits
her practice to
post-confirmation bankruptcy
and works with both Chapter 7 and
Chapter 13 bankruptcy matters.
John W. Rogers, '94, was interviewed on
National Public Radio for a story titled
"States Target Web Cigarette Sales" on
March 7. Rogers is a partner with Bryan
Cave in St. Louis .
Chris L. Faiella, '95, was elected to the
board of directors of the Missouri Association of Trial Attorneys. He practices with
Tatlow, Gump & Faiella in Moberly, Mo.
Shane L. Farrow, '95, was reelected to
The Missouri Bar's Young Lawyers' Section Council. He practices with Hendren
& Andrae in Jefferson City, Mo.
Steven C. Fenner, '95, was listed in the
Springfield (Mo.) B11siness ]011rna/'s "40
Under 40" for 2004.
Thomas G. Glick, '95, and Karen I.
Finley, '95, announce the formation of
their new law firm, Glick Finley LLC, a
full service firm with special emphasis on
elder law, probate administration, estate
planning, taxation and business organizations. The law offices of Glick Finley are
located in historic Raeder Place at 727 N .
First Street on Laclede's Landing in
St. Louis. Previously, Glick practiced with
the Law Offices of Thom.as G. Glick in
St. Louis and Finley served as the founding principal of the Finley Law Firm in
Clayton, Mo.

No t e s

Peter K. Hartweger, '95, completed
the Greater Kansas City Bar Leadership
Academy training in May. He practices
with Lewis, Rice & Fingersh in Kansas
City,Mo.
Michelle T. Johnson, '95, wrote Working Wl1ile Black:The Black Person's Guide
to S11ccess in the White Workplace, which
was published by Lawrence Hill & Co.
in 2004. She is with Associates in Dispute Resolution in Topeka, Kan., where
she concentrates in mediation, arbitration, independent in-house investigation,
private case consultation, and businessrelated dispute resolution design.
Greg W. Pearman, '95, was listed in
the Springfield (Mo.) B11siness]o11mal's "40
Under 40" for 2004.
B. Derek Rose, '95, was named counsel at the international law firm of Bryan
Cave. He joined the firm in 1995 and is
a member of the Tax Advice & Controversy and Public Finance Client Service
Groups. The primary focus of Rose's
practice is litigating federal and state tax
controversies . He also advises nonprofit
organizations in matters relating to structuring and maintaining preferred tax status.
Jacqueline K . Hamra, '96, and her
husband, Carlos, announce the birth of
Andrew Carlos Mesa on August 26.
Amanda Bartlett Mook, '96,
announces the formation of a law firm,
Mook & Mook, with L. Benjamin
Mook, 'oo. It is located at n3 W Broadway, Excelsior Springs, MO 64024.
Scott A. Robbins, '96, was elected to
The Missouri Bar's Young Lawyers' Section Council. He practices with Kennedy,
Kennedy & Robbins in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Timm W. Schowalter, '96, joined
Lashly & Baer in St. Louis as an associate.

R. Paul Beard II, '97, and his wife, Stacey, welcomed daughter Caroline Juliette
Beard on Jan. 3. She joins siblings Madison (9), Maggie (7), Lanie (6) and Alex (3).
Beard practices with Beard & Associates
in Sedalia, Mo.
Rebecca J. Grosser, '97, is an assistant
public defender in Hillsboro, Mo.
Wendy M. Hickey, '97, was selected for
the 2004-2005 class of The Missouri Bar
Leadership Academy. This program, which
is sponsored by The Missouri Bar Committee on Minority Issues, is designed to
increase diversity among bar leadership by
recruiting young or recent admittees who
are already leaders within their communities for active participation in the bar. The
academy selects attendees with diversity
in gender, race, substantive area of practice
and locality of practice to strengthen the
involvement of attorneys from under represented segments of membership in The
Missouri Bar. Hickey practices with the
Law Office ofWendy M. Hickey in Kansas City, Mo.
Trina Ricketts LeRiche, '97, was promoted to partner in the Kansas City, Mo.,
office of Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal. Her practice concentrates in labor
and employment, teleco1nmunications and
media law.
Cynthia Giltner Spitler, '97, joined the
Office of the Yavapai County Attorney in
Prescott,Ariz., as a deputy county attorney. She also volunteered as an attorneycoach for the Prescott High School Mock
Trial team.
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Valerie A. (Batchelder) Stange, '97,
and her husband , Chris, announce the
birth of their daughter, Wren Darnell Stange, on June 21. Wren joins her
brother, Reagan.
David R. Vandeginste, '97, and his wife
announce the birth of their son, Maximilian "Max" David Vandeginste, on Feb.
26 .Vandeginste was promoted to partner
in December 2003 at Miller Law Firm
in Kansas City, Mo., where he practices
commercial litigation and construction
law.
Erin C. Elliott, '98, is Director of Government Relations for the University of
Missouri System in Columbia .
Aaron D. Jones, '98, was listed in the
Springfield (Mo.) Business journal's "40
Under 40" for 2004 .
Michael T. Newman, '98, practices with
Jones,Jackson & Moll in Fort Smith,Ark.
Joseph W. Vanover, '98, was reelected to
The Missouri Bar's Young Lawyers' Section Council.
Cheri K. Cobb, '99, opened her own
law practice in Strafford, Mo. Previously
she served as an assistant prosecuting
attorney for the city of Springfield, Mo.
Benjamin A. Joplin, '99, was listed in
the Springfield (Mo.) Business j ournal's "40
Under 40" for 2004. He is an associate
in the Business & Commercial Litigation
and Insurance Litigation Groups at Blackwell Sanders Peper Martin in Springfield.
Jennifer J.
(Smith) Kingston, '99, and
her husband,
John, announce
the birth of
their daughter,
Amelia "Ellie"
Jeanne, on April
12. Kingston
is a sixth-year
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associate at Bryan Cave in St. Louis in the
commercial litigation, product liability
and class action groups, and she is a member of the firm's recruiting committee.
Her husband is a 1999 graduate of Boston
University Law School and is a sixthyear associate in litigation at Thompson
Coburn in St. Louis.
Douglas B. Kinde, '99, is an assistant
public defender in Lebanon, Mo.
Anthony C. Martin, '99,joined Blackwell Sanders Peper Martin as an associate
in the firm's St. Louis office. H e specializes in intellectual property and joins the
firm 's litigation department.
Samantha S. Ward, '99, joined the staff
of The Missouri Bar as CLE Programs
Attorney. She concentrates her efforts on
producing MoBarCLE 's acclaimed programs, seminars and conferences . Immediately prior to joining the bar, Ward
was Associate Counsel and Special Assistant Attorney General for the Missouri
Department of Revenue General Counsel's Office Bankruptcy Unit.
Shelley A. Wilson, '99, joined the St.
Louis office of McAnany,Van Cleave &
Phillips. She practices in the firm 's workers' compensation defense area .
Le Anne Wiseman, '99, has relocated
her office to 3610 Buttonwood Dr. ,
Suite 200, PO Box 7010, Columbia,
MO 65205.The phone and fax numbers
are (573) 442-1950 and (573) 442-3760,
respectively.

2000S
Class of '04, mark your calendars
now for reunion weekend 2004
from November 19 to 20!

Eric S. Blume, 'oo, is underwriting
counsel at Guaranty Land Title Insurance
Inc. in Colun1bia. He previously practiced
real estate law at Lake of the Ozarks, Mo.

Karen Bourgeois, 'oo, opened an office
in downtown Columbia. She practices in
the areas of family,juvenile, criminal and
appellate law. Her address is 28 N. 8th St.,
Suite 300, Columbia, MO 65201.
ThomasW.
Greaves, 'oo,
joined Lathrop & Gage
as an associate
in the Kansas
City, Mo., office,
concentrating
his practice in
corporate law.
Prior to joining
Lathrop & Gage,
Greaves practiced with the banking and
institutional investing group at Skadden ,
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom. in Chicago.
He interned for The Honorable F. Ray
Price of the Supreme Court of Missouri
and for The Honorable E. Richard
Webber, '67, of the U.S. District Court,
Eastern District of Missouri , Eighth Circuit.
Christopher J. Lucas, 'oo, married Stacey L. Morgan on March 20 in Fulton,
Mo. He practices with Horn,Alyward and
Bandy in Kansas City, Mo.
L. Benjamin Mook, 'oo, announces the
formation of a law firm, Mook & Mook,
with Ama9da Bartlett Mook, '96. It
is located at II3 W. Broadway, Excelsior
Springs, MO 64024.
Ryan D.
O'Dell, 'oo,
is an associate
with Lathrop &
Gage in Kansas
City, Mo. He
concentrates his
practice in business litigation
law with a special emphasis in
construction law.

A I u m n
Jason K. Rew, 'oo, was elected to The
Missouri Bar's Young Lawyers' Section
Council.
Gretchen Yancey Rogers, 'oo, was
appointed as the first chair of an ad hoc
Young Lawyers Committee of the Boone
County Bar Association by association
president Elton W. Fay, '73. Rogers is
an associate at Oliver Walker Wilson in
Columbia.
Michael J. Schmid, 'oo, transferred to
the St. Louis office of KP MG to help
build an international tax practice.
Lynn S. Brackman, '01, was named to
the St. Louis Business journal's "30 Under
30" for 2004. She was recognized for
coordinating all pro 60110 work directed
to the St. Louis office of Lewis, Rice
& Fingersh by Legal Services of Eastern Missouri, a nonprofit o rganization
which provides civil legal assistance to
low income citizens. She also handles the
firm's involvement with Webster-Rock
Hill Ministries, a social service organization that helps the elderly, unemployed
and needy. Brackman is a litigation attorney for the firm.
Joshua E. Douglass, '01,joined Mcilroy
and Millan in Bowling Green, Mo. He has
a background in Social Security disability
and special education .
Leslie T. Tolliver, '01, was selected for
the 2004-2005 class of The Missouri Bar
Leadership Academy. This program, which
is sponsored by The Missouri Bar Committee on Minority Issues, is designed to
increase diversity among bar leadership by
recruiting young or recent admittees who
are already leaders within their communities for active participation in the bar. The
academy selects attendees with diversity
in gender, race, substantive area of practice
and locality of practice to strengthen the
involvement of attorneys from under represented segments of membership in The
Missouri Bar. Tolliver practices with the
Law Office of Leslie Tolliver in St. Louis.

No t e s
Charles R .
Wooten, '01, is
an associate at
Breeze, Roberts,
Ponder-Bates &
Zimmer in Jefferson County,
Mo. He focuses
his practice
in the area of
workers' con1pensation.

Matthew L. Dameron, '02, is clerking for The Honorable Nanette K.
Laughrey, '75, U.S. District Judge for the
Western District of Missouri.
Michael F. Jones, '02, is General Counsel to the President Pro Tempore of the
Missouri Senate and the Republican Caucus. Previously he served as a law clerk to
The Honorable E. Richard Webber,
'67, U.S. District Judge for the Eastern
District of Missouri.
Tonnie M. Martin, '02, moved to a
home office in Columbia. Her mailing address is PMB 152, 3305 C lark Ln. ,
Columbia, MO 65202. Her phone and fax
are (573) 886-2088 and (573) 474-8599,
respectively.
Michele L.
Mekel, '02,
received a Fulbright Grant
for Research
Abroad, whic h
enables her to
conduct a comparative study
of Canadian
and U.S. university-affiliated
health policy centers. This research will
assist such centers in identifying successful strategies, adopting best practices and
enhancing their contributions to health
policy debates and formation . The project builds on Mekel's master's thesis on
U.S. academic- based health policy centers,
which yielded guidelines for successful

center organization, operations and ongoing development. She will be based at
Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario,
and will conduct site visits to health policy centers in various Canadian provinces
and territories. Mekel received her master
of health administration from MU School
of Medicine's Health Management and
Informatics Program and her master of
business administration from MU's College of Business in 2003.

Brett D. Papendick, '02, is an associate
at Faber & Brand in Columbia. He concentrates his practice in the area of creditors' rights and is also a registered patent
attorney with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
Clifton K. Verhines Jr., '02, is an assistant public defender in Ja ckson, Mo.
Richard A. Voytas Jr., '02, is an associate with Polsinelli Shalton Welte Suelthaus
in St. Louis. He practices in the firm's
Litigation Department.
Leecia D. Carnes, '03, is an assistant
public defender in Hannibal, Mo.
Whitney E. Deacon, '03, is an associate at Turner, Reid, Duncan, Loomer &
Patton in Springfield, Mo. She specializes
in personal injury and insurance defense
litigation.
Daniel P. Farroll, '03, is an assistant
public defender in the St. Louis County
Public Defender's Office.
Jennifer L. Graddy, '03, joined Legal
Services of Southern Missouri as a staff
attorney/victim advocate. She works full
time for the organization implementing
the STOP Violence Against Women grant
and the Neighborhood Assistance Tax
Credit project.
Travis W. Holthouse, '03, is an assistant
public defender in Rolla, Mo.
Brendan 0. Kelley, '03, is an assistant
public defender in Farmington, Mo.
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Jelani A. Logan, '03, is an assistant public defender in Hillsboro, Mo.

Jenean L. Thompson, '03, is an assistant
public defender in Moberly, Mo.

Kelly R. Moyich, '03, is an assistant
public defender in the St. Louis City Public Defender's Office.

Kristen M. Tuohy, '03, is an assistant
public defender in Carthage, Mo.

Rachel L. Pickering, '03, completed
the Greater Kansas City Bar Leadership
Academy training in May. She practices
with H ovey Williams in Kansas City, Mo.

.
ergmg Legal
symposium, which was sponsored by the
Pettit College of Law at Ohio Northern
University. The paper will appear in volume 30 of the Ohio Northern Law Reviem
Also in March, Wells participated in a community forum sponsored by Columbia's
Hickman High School on gay marriage.
In May, she presented a paper, " N ational
Security Information and the Freedom
of Information Act," at the Administrative Law Discussion Group in San Diego.
T he paper will appear in volume 56 of
the A dministrative Law R eview.Also in M ay,
Wells addressed the local American Civil
Liberties U nion chapter on the top ic of
Jeffersonian ideals and the current challenge to civil liberties.
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Matt M. Ward, '03, is an assistant public
defender in Moberly, Mo.

J. Brad York, '03, is associated with

Kimberly J. Shields, '03, was selected
for the 2004-2005 class of The Missouri
Bar Leadership Academy. This program,
w hi ch is sponsored by The Missouri
Bar Com1nittee on Minority Issues, is
designed to increase diversity among bar
leadership by recruiting young or recent
admittees w ho are already leaders within
their communiti es for active participation
in th e bar. The academy selects attendees
with diversity in gender, race, substantive
area of practice and locality of practice
to strengthen the involvement of attorneys from under represented segments
of membership in The Missouri Bar. She
practices with Armstrong Teasdale in Jefferson C ity, Mo.

Alyson Carrel, '04, serves as Director
of Training for the Center for Conflict
R esolution in Chicago. She is responsible
for cond ucting six mediation skills training programs per year and several trainin g
programs for students at Northwestern
and Ch icago-Kent law schools. She also
designs training programs for organizations, businesses and individ uals.

George S. Smith, '03, has an office
located at 717 Cherry St., Suite A,
Columbia, MO 65201. The phone and
fax numbers are (573) 499-1616 and
(573) 447-1288, respectively. He concentrates his practice on family law, estate and
retirement planning, agricultural law and
civil litigation . H e served on the faculty of
the MU College of Agriculture, Food and
Natural Resources for 12 yea rs prior to
attending law schoo l.

Jill S. Thomeczek, '03, is an assistant
public defender in Buffalo, Mo.
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Jared P. Vessell, '03, is an associate at
Atwill & Montgomery in Columbia.

Michael L. Selby, '03, is an associate at
Ford, Parshall & Baker in Columbia.

Manuel Tatayon, '03, is an assistant public defender in Moberly, Mo.
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Gibbs Pool Gallaher in Jefferson City, Mo.

Carrie E. Lamm, '03, was featured in
the UMCD/UMCDF News, a publication of the Umatilla Chemical Depot and
Umatilla C hemical Agent Disposal Facility in Oregon. fn the "Who 's Who" section of News, Lamm, a 1st lieu tenant in
the Missou ri National Guard, lists "graduating from law school without goin g
crazy" as her greatest accomplishm ent.
Her unit augments security at the chem ical weapons depot.
Scott A. Schatzman, '04, placed eighth
at the U.S. Senior N ation al Freestyle
Wrestling Tournament and participated in
th e U.S. Olympic Trials Tournament held
in Indi anapolis, Ind. , in May. Schatzman
was a three-time All-American at Northwestern University as an undergraduate
and serves as the director of operations for
th e MU Wrestling Team. By participating
in the Olympic trials, he sa id that he was
pursuing a lifelong dream to compete in
the Olympics and become an Olympic
champion.
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To submit information for
Alumni Notes, contact:

N o t e s

To submit photos:A
photo sent to accompany an alumni note
wilJ be reprinted as
space and quality allow.
Color is preferred; black
and white is accepted.

Casey Baker, Editor
TRANSCRIPT

205 Hulston HalJ
Columbia, MO 65211
PHONE: (573) 884-7833
FAX : (573) 882-4984
E-mail : bakercd@missouri.edu

Seventy-six percent of MU Law alumni live or work in Missouri.
MU Law alumni can also be found in all U.S. states but two - North
Dakota and Rhode Island - and in eleven foreign countries:

Brazil
Canada
France
Germany
Kazakhstan
Peru

Philippines
Puerto Rico
South Korea
Trinidad and Tobago
United Kingdom

world was aimed at addressing e
impact of globalization on legal education.
Her paper, "Teaching Transnational Law:
A View from the Heartland," discussed
the importance of teaching international
perspectives across the curriculum and
communicating to students the relevance
of transnational legal issues to their future
practice. The conference resulted in a resolution to create an international association
of law schools.
In June, McGuinness participated in a
one-week interdisciplinary faculty development seminar in Freiburg, Germany, on
the subject ofU.S.-European Relations:
Post 9/ 11, Post-Iraq.

There are approximately 1,500 living female alumni of the
law school and more th.fn 4,300 living male alumni.

Living Alumni By Decade

19205
19305
19405
19505
1960s

6
64

134
311
603

19705
19805
19905
2000s

1,152
1,342
1,474
843
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tty
recnuted stu-

project has
ts and faculty fiom Journalism, sooal
Sctences and law. Beck and Niels Beck of
Ml.I's Department of Psychiatry are writing their empirical study which analyzes
the learning of MacCrate lawyering skills
and values in different venues by third year
law students.

Larry Dessem
chaired the
N ew Teachers Workshop
sponsored by
the Association
of Am erican
Law Schools
(AALS) in
Washington, D.C., in June. H e also began a
three-year term on the AALS Membership
Review Committee. Dessem participated
on a panel, Civil Justice Reform Retrospective, at the Sixth C ircuit Judicial Conference in May; on a panel, The Aging of
the Academy, at the Annual Meeting of the
Southeastern Association of Law Schools
in July, and was asked by the American Bar
Association to inspect a summer law program sponsored by the Pepperdine University School of Law in Hong Kong and
Beijing, China.
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Tate Hall Memories
Stephen H. Snead, '81, comm1111icates with
fellow Tate Hall alumni via perso11alized Mizzo11
license plates, a reference to /,is memories of days
at "Tate H(gh. "This spring, Snead took home
two Tate Hall classroom chairs for his dining
room, saying, "I can't believe we ever sat in these
instruments of torture."
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David A. McM111lat1, '27, of St. Louis,
died March 12, at age 99. After passing
the bar in 1927, McMullan served as an
assistant circuit attorney and assistant
attorney general and established a private practice. In 1949, Gov. Forrest Smith
appointed him as a circuit court judge.
He retained this position in 1950, 1956,
1962 and 1968. He was active in children's
causes, serving on the Board of Children 's
Guardians, as a national delegate to
the 1960 White House Conference on
Youth and as president of the Missouri
Council of Juvenile Court Judges. His
activities included the presidency of
the National Council of Catholic Men
and the president's board of the Second
World Congress of che Lay Apostolate in
Rome in 1957. He received honors such
as the Knight of St. Gregory, Catholic
Action Award, the Blumenthal Award
and the Pro Deo et Juventate Award. He
was a member of The Missouri Bar, the
St. Louis Bar Association, the Lawyers
Association and Delta Theta Phi.
Mary Lo11ise Ramsey, '28, of Chicago,
died May 27, at age 97. She was a native
of Knob Noster, Mo., and graduated from
Knob Noster High School. She received
her undergraduate and law degrees from
MU and her SJD from the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor, writing her dissertation on the treatment of depreciation
and public utility law. Ramsey's career
included positions with the Missouri
Attorney General's office and on Capitol
Hill with the Congressional Reference
Service and the Oversight Committee,
performing investigations as a staff lawyer
for Congress. She was a member of the
Fortnightly, a women's club, volunteered
at the Newberry Library and was active
with the League of Women Voters.
Phares K. Weis Jr., '41, of Moberly, Mo.,
died June 7, 2003, at age 84. He served
in the Cavalry in the U.S. Army during
World War II. He later co-owned and
operated PK. Weis Insurance Agency
prior to his retirement. Weis was a
member of the Coates St. Presbyterian
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Church, the Moberly VFW and the
American Legion Post.
Tom H . Parrish, '45, of Prairie Village,
Kan. died Dec. 12, 2003 , at age 87 . He
was born in Fayette, Mo., and was raised
in Jefferson City, Mo. He received a
bachelor's degree with honors in banking and finance from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. At the School
of Law, he was elected to The Order of
the Coif. Upon graduation he associated
w ith the Morrison & Nugent law firm
and remained with it over many name
changes, first as an associate and then as
a partner. When he retired in 1983 he
was the managing partner of the firm
known as Morrison & Hecker (now
known as Stinson Morrison Hecker).
Parrish lectured on estate planning at
The Missouri Bar and local bar association-sponsored seminars and was named
in the 1983 pubication Best Lawyers of
America as one of the eight best lawyers
practicing in the field of trusts and estates
in Kansas City, Mo. He was a member of
St. Andrews Episcopal Church, the Kansas
City Country C lub, MU's Jefferson C lub
and the School of Law's The Law Society.
He was on the boards of The Johnson
County Library, the local Arthritis
Association, the Kansas City Association
for the Blind , and the Pre-School for the
Visually Handicapped.
JMilter R. Kegel, '47, of Espanola, N.M.,
died April 28, at age 79 . He was born
in Albuquerque and was raised in Santa
Fe. After receiving his law degree from
MU, he returned to New Mexico, where
he was elected to serve as district attorney for two terms, beginning in the
late 1950s. He served for several years as
assistant attorney general. He practiced
law in northern New Mexico for almost
50 years, during which time he received
awards for his service to the elderly and
the poor.
Thomas G. TM,o/sey, '48, of Versailles,
Mo., died Dec. 26, 2003, at age 86. He
was born in Warrensburg, Mo., and was
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an attorney in Versailles for many years
in the firm of Woolsey and Yarger. He
served as prosecuting attorney of Morgan
County, Mo.; in the Missouri Senate,
where he was minority leader, from 1960
to 1968; and on the Board of Governors
of The Missouri Bar. Woolsey was a B-24
navigator and veteran of World War II.
Ricliard A. Bartott, '49, of Gallatin
Gateway, Mont., died March 15, at age 79.
An Eagle Scout, he became a civil engineer in the Navy during World War II
in the Pacific Theatre, and served for 20
years in the Naval Active Reserve, from
which he retired with the rank of commander. He spent 35 years as an attorney
with Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. , serving as general counsel and senior vice
president, and retired in 1984. During his
career, he was active in family, civic and
charitable organizations, including Boy
Scouts, sports coaching, local government and Easter Seals. After retirement,
he wrote a column, "Reflections from the
Beaver Pond," for the Lone Peak Lookout
and participated in an advisory zoning
committee and on the fire board. He
also devoted time and resources to Eagle
Mount-Big Sky Kids.
Robert B. Lomatt, '49, of Bethany, Mo.,
died June 7, at age 83 . He was a retired
lawyer, magistrate and probate judge in
Harrison County, Mo. He was a graduate of Trenton Junior College, MU and
the Judicial College in Reno, Nev. He
was a member of the Bethany's First
Baptist Church, where he was a deacon
and Sunday school teacher, the American
Legion and the VFW.
Millott A. Abrams, '50, of Rockville, Md.,
died Aug. II, 2003, at age 75.
John W. Belew, '50, of Doniphan, Mo.,
died Jan. 17, 2003, at age 78. He served
in the U.S. Navy during World War II
and after graduation from law school
served several terms as prosecutor of
Ripley County, Mo. Belew attended
United Methodist Church of Doniphan
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and was a member of th e VFW P O ST
3685, th e Am erican Legio n, AM VE T S,
the Maso nic Lodge, Li o ns C lub and E lks
C lub.
Jam es E. D otson, '50, of M cAll en, Texas,
died April 1, at age 82 . H e served in th e
Army Air Corps during Wo rld War II
and received an honorable discharge. H e
earn ed his bachelor's and law degrees
fro m MU fo llowing his time in th e
military, then rej oined the U.S. Air Force
as an o ffi cer and member of the Judge
Ad voca te General Corps. H e retired fro m
th e Air Fo rce as a lieutenant colo nel in
1966 and went on to open a law o ffi ce,
and serve as assistant atto rn ey ge neral and
hearing offi cer fo r the State of Colorado.
H e was a fa n o f Mizzo u and an avid
golfer.
Franklin C. Rehfeld, '52, of Brentwood,
M o., died May 8, at age 85. In 1943, he
received a bac helor's degree fro m the
Missouri School of Min es (now the
Unive rsity of Misso uri-R olla) in metallurg ical engin eering. H e then was comnussioned as an officer in the U .S. Army,
beconung part of the 866th E ngin eer
Aviatio n Battalion, with w hi ch he served
in N ew Guin ea, the Philippin e Islands
and Tokyo, constru cting airstrips and hospitals. H e was awarded th e B ro nze Star
fo r his service on the island o f Mindoro
and left th e Army w ith th e rank o f captain. After Wo rld War lI , he for med
R & V Constru ction in D eSmet, S.D. ,
and then earned his law degree fro m
MU. In 1952, R ehfi eld j oined M onsanto
C henucal Co. as a contracts engineer and
fo ur yea rs later j oin ed the law department. H e retired fro m M o nsanto as associate ge neral counsel in 1983 .
Ma nuel Drnmm, '53, of Sikesto n, M o.,
di ed M ay 22, at age 74. H e received bo th
his bac helor's and law degrees fro m MU
and was adnutted to the bar in 1953. In
1955, he moved to Sikesto n and wo rked
at the law offi ce of Blanto n and Blanto n
before establishing his own p ractice in
1957 . Drumm served as ass ista nt pros-
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ecuting atto rn ey o f Scott Coun ty, M o.,
fro m 1957 to 1958 and was city attorney fo r Sikesto n fro m 1958 to 1971 and
1973 to 1977. H e also served as ge neral
legal counsel fo r th e Sikesto n Board
of Municipal Utiliti es and in the U.S.
N avy aboa rd the U SS Jeffers. H e was
a m ember of First C hristian C hurch
and the Scott Coun ty Bar Associatio n,
served on Th e Missouri Bar B oard of
Governors fro m 1983 to 1985, earned the
Eagle Scout award in 1945, and in 2003
received 50-yea r seni o r co unselor status
from the bar.
Robert E. W ilson, '53, o f Boliva r, M o.,
died D ec. 31, 2003, at age 74. H e was a
lifelo ng resident o f Boli va r and practiced
law until sho rtl y before his death . H e
established a law practi ce in B olivar in
1953 and continu ed that prac tice until his
death. He served two consecutive terms
as prosecuting atto rn ey of Polk C ounty,
Mo., beginning in January 1955 . In
O ctober 2003 Th e Misso uri Bar honored
him w ith the title o f Seni or Counselor
in recogniti o n of his 50 yea rs o f servi ce
to the legal professio n. H e was a member
o f th e Boliva r United M eth odist C hurch
and was a pas t president o f the local
Kiwa nis C lub.
Joseph S. Boland, '57, of Columbia died
Sept. 28, 2003, at age 73 . H e graduated
from St. Lo uis Uni ve rsity High School
and rece ived his undergradu ate and law
degrees from MU. H e served in the Army
durin g the Ko rea n War and was awa rded
a Bronze Star and two Purple H earts.
Until his retirem ent in 1994, Boland was
an attorn ey with Shelter Insurance. H e
was a member o f Our Lady of Lo urdes
Catholic C hurch, th e Disa bled Veterans
and The Missouri Bar Association.
Roy G. Cooper, '57, of M anchester, M o.,
di ed April ro, at age 71. H e was an attorney fo r Mo nsanto / Solutia fo r 35 yea rs
and was for mer owner of Federal & State
Tax Service Inc.
R obert L. Jifeise, '59, of St. Lo uis, di ed
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M arch 1, at age 73. H e was a meteorological o ffi cer in the U.S. Army, served
in Ge rmany and was pro moted to a fi rst
li eute nant in 1956. During his career,
he also served as assistant vice president
and atto rn ey at C harter N ati onal Li fe
Insurance.
Bob]. Keeter, '60, of Brooklin e Stati o n,
M o., di ed O ct. 10, 2003, at age 72. H e
received an undergradu ate degree in
math emati cs fro m the University o f
Arkansas at Faye tteville. During his fo ur
yea rs o f ac ti ve du ty in the U.S. Air Fo rce
he obtain ed certifi catio n in meteorology at St. Lo uis U ni versity. Followin g
his discharge fro m th e mili ta ry with a
rank of captain , he attended law school
at MU. After prac ticing law fo r 28 yea rs,
he was elected Associate C ircuit Court
Judge in Greene Coun ty, M o., w here he
served until his retirement in 1996. H e
was a member of the Greene Co un ty
Bar Association , The Missouri Bar, th e
Ameri ca n Trial Lawye rs Associati on, th e
Missouri Associati o n o f Trial Atto rn eys,
Ki wa nis C lub, Solo mo n Lodge an d
Abo u Ben Addam Shrin e, and was an
elder en1eritus at South Street C hristian
C hurch.
John W. Ellinger, '61 , of Jefferso n C ity,
Mo., di ed Jan. 9, at age 69 . He received
his undergradu ate and law degrees
fro m MU. In 1956, he was the direc✓
to r of pu blic relations for the Missouri
R epubli can State Committee. In 1957
and 1958, he served in the U. S. Army, and
in 1962 he was licensed to practice as
an atto rn ey. During his career, he served
as ass istant manager and ass istant counsel for Associated General Contracto rs
o f Misso uri ; ass istant secretary-treasurer
for th e Co nstru ction Industry Labo rers
Welfa re Fund ; editor, constru ctio n
advisor and assistant adnunistrato r fo r
the Missouri Constru ction Industry
Ad va ncement Fund; and practi ced law in
Jefferson C ity. His m emberships included
Sigma Nu fraternity, Phi Alpha D elta
legal fraterni ty, BPO Elks Lodge 513,
United Spo rtsmen's C lub, N ati onal R.ifl e

A I u m n
Association, Cole County Historical
Society and Cole County Bar Association.
L.Jerry ITTber, '65, of Crystal City, Mo.,
died Aug. 7. He was a member of the
erutorial staff of the Missouri Law Review
in 1964 and 1965. He joined the firm
now known as Thurman, Howald, Weber,
Senkel & Norrick in Hillsboro, Mo.,
in 1965. He served as President of the
Jefferson County Bar Association in r974
and 1975. He concentrated his practice
in the areas of real estate and land laws,
civil and contract litigation, and probate
admi nistration and litigation.
David W. Butts, '66, of Leawood, Kan .,
died Nov. 22, 2003, at age 63 . He lived
in the Kansas City area since 1952
and in 1959 grad uated from Shawnee
Mission High School, where he played
fo otball and ran track. He continued
his track career at MU, where he was
a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
After graduating from law school, he
j oined the Kansas City firm of Smith,
Schwegler, Swartzman, and Winger,
w hich later became Smith, Gill, Fisher,
and B utts. He served as the firm's managing partner from 1988 until 1994. The
firm merged with Bryan Cave in 1995,
w here he worked until his death. Butts
served on the board of Midwest Research
Institute, the Full Employment Council
of Greater Kansas City, and the Kansas
City and American bar associations. He
was C hairman of C hristian Education at
South Broadland Presbyterian Church,
served on the Joan David School Board
and was President of the C loisters Homes
Association. His memberships included
Colonial Presbyterian Church, Kansas
City C lub, Leawood Country C lub and
Loch Lloyd Country C lu b.
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Quick Reference List
member, Leighton earned his undergraduate degree from Hillsdale College
in Hillsdale, Mich., before completing
his law degree at MU. In the Cowboy
Lawyers Association, he served as Ride
Committee Chairman in 1996 and president in 1997.
Na ncy S11e H orton, '76, of Los Angeles,
died April 17, at age 52. She was a native
of Springfield, Mo. , but had lived in Los
Angeles for the past 27 years. For the
past 25 years, she worked for Wells Fargo.
She was a member of First and Calvary
Presbyterian Church in Springfield.
C hristop her B . Kelley, '95, of Fallbrook,
Calif., died Ju ly 13, at age 36. He was
diagnosed with ALS (Lou Gehrig's
Disease) in January 1999. He received
both his undergraduate and law degrees
at MU and was associated with Deneen
& Kell ey Law Firm and Freeman Medical
Center.

Admissions and Scholarships
Donna Pavlick
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pavlickd@missouri.edu
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(573) 884-7833
bakercd@missouri.edu

Alumni and Student Career
Services
Cindy Neagle

(573) 882-6444
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Tamra Wilson Setser

(573) 882-9679
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Change of Address
(573) 882-4374

Elaine Litwiller

litwillere@missouri.edu

Continuing Legal Education
Sandra Kubal

(573) 882-7251
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Stay In Touch!
Going to a new job?
Moving to a new home?

Copies of Your Law Transcript
Denise Boessen

(573) 882-8269
boessenn@missouri.edu

Dean's Office
Mary Kempf

(573) 882-3247
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Donating to the School of Law
Suzanne Flanegin
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Change your mailing address?

(573) 882-3052

Janie Harmon

Contact our office and we'll

harmonj@missouri.edu

help you stay in touch with your
law school. Call Elaine at

(573) 882-4374 or e-mail
T¾lter M. Leig hton, '67, of Ojai, Calif.,
died Apri l 17, at age 62. At the time of his
death he was in practice with the Encino,
Calif., probate firm of O ldman, Cooley,
Leighton & Sall us. Born in Houston and
known as " Tex" to the Cowboy Lawyers
Association, of which he was an original

SCHOOL OF LAW

University Athletic Tickets
Athletic Ticket Office
(800) CAT-PAWS or (573) 884-7297

litwillere@missouri.edu
to submit changes of address
or indicate where you prefer to
receive your mailings from the
School of Law.

Don't see the number you need?
Contact the Development Office
(573) 882-4374
mulawevents@missouri.edu
www.law.missouri.edu
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An invitation for

membership in the
School of Law
Alumni Organization
Name

m

Alumni
Association
established r856

MU#

Home Address
City/State/Zip
Home Phone

Business Phone

__)__________( _ )_______

(

E-mai l
Job Title

Company Name

Business Address
City/State/Zip
Partner/Spouse Name

Partner/Spouse MU #

Annual Membership Types:
□

$40 Individual 0$60 Dual

New Grad 1-3 yrs. out, Senior 65+ or MU Faculty/Staff:
□ $30 Individual D $45 Dual
True Tiger (MU student) □ $20 Individual D $30 Dual
DI want more infonnation on life membershjp
Make check payable to the MU Alum ni Association or charge:
D MU Student Charge D VISA D MasterCard D Discover
(Student Charge must be used before you graduate)
Credit Card # : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

(sig11ature required for credit card a11d s t11de11 t charge pay111e11t)

Please return this form with your payment to:
University of Missouri Alumn i Assoc iati on
123 Reynolds Alumn i Cen ter
Columbia, MO 652 11-2100
Ph (573) 882-661 1 To ll -Free 800-372-MUAA (6822)
Fax (573) 882-5 145 E-mail : muaa@mizzou.com

Join online at www.mizzou.com
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University of Missouri System
Brady J. Deaton, BS, MA, PhD, In terim
Chancellor, University of MissouriColumbia
Lori S. Franz, BS, MED, PhD, Interim Provost,
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R . Lawrence Dessem, BA,JD, Dean and Professor of Law
Martha Dragich Pearson, BA, MA,JD,Associate Dean for Library and Information
Resources and Associate Professor of Law
Jennifer K. Robbennolt, BS, MA,JD, PhD,
Associate Dean for Faculty R esearch and
Developn1ent and Associate Professor of
Law
Rodney J. Uphoff, BA,JD, MS,Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs and Elwood L.
Thomas Missouri Endowed Professor of
Law
Robert G. Bailey, BA,JD,Assistant Dean and
Academic Counselor
Donna L. Pavlick, BS, MA,JD, LLM, Assistant
Dean for Student Affairs and Admissions
and Lecturer in Law
Tamra Wilson Setser, BS,JD, Assistant Dean
for Career D evelopment and Lecturer in
Law
Janie Ausburn Harmon, BA, Senior Director
of Development
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Douglas E. Abrams, BA,JD, Associate Professor of Law
Royce de R. Barondes, SB, SM,JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Mary M . Beck, BSN, MSN,JD, Director of
the Do1nestic Violence Clinic and Clinical
Professor of Law
Michelle Arnopol Cecil, BA,JD, William H.
Pittman Professor of Law
Melody Richardson Daily, BA, MA ,JD,
Director of.Legal Research and Writing
and Clinical Professor of Law
Kenneth D. Dean, BA, MA,JD, Interim Associate Chancellor, Director of Professional
Programs and Associate Professor of Law
R. Lawrence Dessem, BA,JD, Dean and Professor of Law

Jame R. Devine, BA,JD, David Ross Hardy
Professor of Law and Trial Practice
ndy J. Diamond , BA,JD, MLS,Associate
Director of the Law Library and Lecturer
in Law
hen D. Easton,AA,BA,JD,Associate Professor of Law

avid M. English, BA,JD, William Franklin
Fratcher Missouri Endowed Professor of
Law

Carl H. Esbeck, BS,JD, Isabell e Wade & Paul
C. Lyda Professor of Law and R.B. Rice
Professor of Law
David A. Fischer, BA,JD,James Lewis Parks
Professor of Law and Isidor Loeb Professor
ofLaw

Christina E.Wells, BA,JD, Enoch N. Crowder
Professor of Law
Dale A. Whitman, BES, LLB,James E. Campbell Missouri Endowed Professor of Law

R. Wilson Freyermuth Jr. , BS,JD,John D.
Lawson Professor of Law
Patricia Brumfi eld Fry, JD, MA, Edward W
Hinton Professor of Law

Margaret E. McGuinness, BA,JD,Associate
Professor of Law

Susan D. Csaky,AB, MA, MSLS,JD, Director
Emeritus of the Law Library and Professor
Emeritus of Law
Frederick Davis,AB, LLB, LLM, Edward W
Hinton Professor En1eritus of Law
Peter N. Davis, BA, LLB, SJD, Isidor Loeb
Professor Emeritus of Law
William B. Fisch,AB, LLB, MCL, DRJUR,
Isidor Loeb Professor Emeritus of Law
Wilfom H. H enning, BA,JD, LLM, R.B.
Price Professor Emeritus of Law
Edward H. Hunvald Jr. ,AB, JD, Earl F. N elson
and John D. Lawson Professor Emeritus
ofLaw
HenryT. Lowe,AB,JD, C.A. Leedy and Earl F.
Nelson Professor Emeritus of Law
Alfred S. Neely IV, AB, LLB, Edward W Hinton Professor Emeritus of Law
Grant S. Nelson, BA,JD, Earl F. Nelson and
Enoch H. Crowder Professor Emeritus of
Law
James E. Westbrook, BA,JD, LLM, Earl F. Nelson and James S. Rollins Professor Emeritus of Law

Michael A. Middleton, BA,JD, Deputy Chancellor and Professor of Law

THE ADJUNCT FACULTY

Tracy Z. Gonzalez, BS,JD, Director of the
Child Protection Clinic and Assistant
Clinical Professor of Law
Philip J. Harter, AB, MA,JD, Earl F. Nelson
Professor of Law
Kandice Johnson, BS,JD, Director of the
Criminal Prosecution Clinic and Clinical
Professor of Law
Thomas A. Lambert, BA,JD, Associate Professor of Law
John M. Lande, AB,JD, MS, PhD, Director of
LLM in Dispute Resolution and Associate
Professor of Law
llhyung Lee, BA, MA,JD,Associate Professor
of.Law
James Levin, BA,JD,Associate Director of the
Center for the Study of Dispute R esolution

John Mollenkamp,AB,JD,Associate Professor
of Legal Writing
Amy Bu ckley Monahan, BA,JD,Associate
Professor of Law
Martha Dragich Pearson, BA, MA,JD, Associate Dean for Library and Information
Resources and Associate Professor of Law
Philip G. Peters Jr., BA,JD, Ruth L. Hulston
Professor of Law
Huyen Pham,AB,JD,Associate Professor of
Law
Richard C. Reuben, BA, BA,JD,JSM,JSD,
Associate Professor of Law
Leonard L. Riskin, BS,JD, LLM, C.A. Leedy
Professor of Law and Isidor Loeb Professor
of Law
Jennifer K. Robbennolt, BS, MA,JD, PhD,
Associate Dean for Faculty Research and
Development and Associate Professor of
Law
Gregory Scott, BA,JD, Legal Writing Associate Professor of Law
Pamela Smith, BS, MBA,JD,Associate Professor of Law
Rodney J. Uphoff, BA,JD, MS,Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs and Elwood L.
Thomas Missouri Endowed Professor of
Law

THE EMERITUS FACULTY

Alana M. Barragan-Scott, BA,JD,Adjunct
Professor of Law
Hon. Duane Benton, BA,JD, MA, LLM,
CPA,Adjunct Professor of Law
Deborah Daniels,AB, BS,JD,Adjunct Professor of Law
Sandra Davidson, BS, MAD.JD, PhD, Professor of Journalism and Adjunct Professor
ofLaw
Deborah J. Doxsee, BSN,JD, MA, PhD,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Bruce Harry,AB, MD,Adjunct Professor of
Law
Missouri Solicitor General Jim Layton , BS,JD,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Lowell Pearson, BS,JD,Adjunct Professor of
Law
Walter Ray Phillips, BA,JD, LLM,Adjunct
Professor of Law
Ronald E. Sn1ull, BA,JD,Adjunct Professor
ofLaw
Bill Thompson, BS,JD,Adjunct Professor of
Law
Thomas P.Wilson, BS, MS,JD, PhD,Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law and Resident
Instruction Associate Professor of Food
Science

MU SCHOOL O F LAW"

•

UPCOMING EVENTS

For the m ost current listing of events, visit our online al umni calendar at http:/ /www.law.missouri. edu/alumni/ .
For information about C LE programming or registration, contact (573) 882- 2052 or visit our website at
http:/ /www.law.missouri.edu/c le/general/upcoming.htm .
November

4, 2004

D ea n's Tour R eceptio n in Washington, D. C.
Genero usly hosted by T ighe Patton
Armstron g Teasdale, PLLC
Office of Tighe Patton Armstron g
Teasdal e, PLL
1747 Pennsylvania Ave nu e NW, Su ite 300,
Was hin gton , D. C.
6:30

P. M. -

8:30

November

P.M.

19, 2004

Distin guished Alumni Lun cheo n
Co untry C lub o f Misso uri
1300 Woodrail Ave nu e, Colum bia
11: 15 A. M . - R egistrati o n
11:45 A .M. - Lunch

November

19, 2004

C omplim em ary Ca mpus To ur
Pi ck up and dro p off at Co untry
C lub o f Misso uri
1300 Woodrail Ave nu e, Co lumbia
Imm ediately fo llowing th e Distin gui shed
Alumni Lun cheo n

University of Misso uri-Colu mbia

SCHOOL OF LAW
Hulsto n H all
Columbi a, M O 65211

Novemb er

19, 2004

G lobal Lawyer ing: Wh at arc the Eth ical
Co nsidera ti o ns ( 1.0 C LE)
Jo hn K . H ulston H all Courtroo m
5:00

P.M . -

6:oo

November

P.M .

19 , 2004

The D ean 's All C lass R euni o n R ecepti o n
and Indi vidual C lass R euni o ns fo r
Fea tured C lasses
Jo hn K. Hulsto n Hall Subpla z,1
6:oo

P.M . -

8:oo

November

P.M.

20, 2004

Law Day Brea kfas t
Law Library
8: 15

A.M. -

9:00

November

A.M.

20, 2004

Law Day Alumni and Facu lty Awards Cerem o ny
Jo hn K. Hulsto n H all C o urtroo m
9:00

A. M . -

I0 : 15

November

A. M .

20, 2004

La w Schoo l Fo und ation Annua l M ee tin g and
Electio n of Office rs
Jo hn K. Hulston H all Co urtroo m
Imm edi ately fo llowing awa rds ce rem o ny

November

20, 2004

Law Day Picni c
John K. H ulston H all Subplaza
10:00

A .M. -

November

I2:00

P.M.

20, 2 004

Mizzo u vs. U ni versity of Kansas football ga m e
M em o ri al Stad iu m
Time TBA

January

10-12, 2005

M edi ati o n Training fo r C ivil Cases (C LE)
Jo hn K. Hulsto n H all Courtroom
8:30

A.M . -

4:30

P.M .

